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ABSTRACT 

The way people communicate has evolved with the advancement of technology. 

Communications are becoming easier and simpler with the existence of social media. Social 

media like Twitter and Facebook have become a platform for people to interact, exchanging 

messages and create a conversation. People express their feelings, thoughts and ideas 

differently and it reflects on the way they convey the messages in the conversation online. 

All kinds of expression could lead to the use of improper language such as swear words in 

which it can carry a different meaning to different people. There are few studies that study 

the reasons for the usage of swear words in social networking sites in Malaysia.  

In this paper, we examined the use of swear words used among Malaysian in social 

networking sites based on discourse analysis. This paper seeks to answer the reasons for 

the use of swear words and to identify the swear words used in social networking sites 

among Malaysian. Discourse analysis was used to observe the swear words used by 

Malaysian in social networking sites. It was found that the reasons for users of social 

networking sites in Malaysia to use swear words were to insult, to emphasize something, 

and to break formality. These can also be understood as functions of swearing. That resulted 

in the findings of abusive swearing, dysphemistic swearing, idiomatic swearing, and 

emphatic swearing among users of social networking sites in Malaysia. Last but not least, 

the swear words used by users of social networking sites in Malaysia were identified.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

This specific chapter discusses the issues that are addressed in this research briefly.  The 

context and the significance of the analysis of swear words in social media are described. 

In addition, the research objectives and research questions that guide this research are 

explained. Finally, the short definition of key terms that are used for this study is briefly 

described.  

 

1.1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY  

This sub-heading is divided into three parts which are internet and technology, social 

media and communications, and swearing in social media that explains on the issues that 

motivate and led to this study of swearing in social networking sites. 

 

1.1.1 Internet and technology 

Technology has become a substantial feature in part of human’s everyday life in the 21st 

century. With technology, human life has become easier in a manner it has become a factor 

for humans to become dependent on it. The way people communicate has evolved with the 

advancement of technology with various devices like mobile phones and computers. The 

Internet is one of the forms of technologies that help ease the communication of human 

life. Communication is one vital aspect in human life as it is the key to the success of the 
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development of a society (Aruma, 2018). Undoubtedly, people are able to educate, express 

thoughts, ideas, and feelings as well as sharing information by communicating. In a way, 

the internet helps in connecting people as well as becoming the source of vast information 

and resources. The power of the Internet in connecting people has produced numbers of 

social media platforms as a way to reach other people faster and the means of spreading 

news and information. Thus, it develops new means and impacts for people to influence 

and get influenced easily especially in language like slang or swear words.  

 

1.1.2 Social media and communications 

Interacting and having social media accounts have become a global phenomenon. This 

caused some people to feel the need to create social media accounts not to just communicate 

but to be conscious as well as up-to-date with the current trend in society. Baruah (2012) 

stated that people are hooked on social media to keep in contact with their peers. 

Communications are indeed becoming easier and simpler with the existence of social 

media. Social media is “the use of web-based and mobile technologies to turn 

communication into an interactive dialogue” (Baruah, 2012). Admittedly, the use of social 

media has grown that people opted to communicate electronically rather than meeting 

physically by using various devices like laptops and smartphones (Lane and Coleman, 

2012). Social media like Twitter and Facebook have become a platform for people to 

interact, exchange messages, and create a conversation. People express their feelings, 

thoughts, and ideas differently. It reflected on the way they convey the messages in the 

conversation online. Relatively, the interactions that happen on social media can, directly 

and indirectly, influence one social life. Interactions can happen easily if both parties are 
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polite with one another by using a suitable language. In order to communicate, courtesy, 

manners and the use of proper language is crucial to interact with people (Baudin and 

Paramasivam, 2014). Manners and politeness in conversation are important to engage, 

establish, and build a relationship with people and society as well as creating a first good 

impression on ourselves (Laitinen, 2010). 

 

1.1.3 Swearing in social media 

All kinds of expressions expressed in a conversation, especially online, could lead to the 

use of swear words which can carry various meanings to different people. In a way, it could 

all differ from the different social contexts one in. Social media are able to influence one 

way of life in shaping their opinions and giving exposure to all kinds of resources. This can 

be worrying as if numbers of people normalized swearing, it can be reflected in the way 

society works too. Swearing is always associated with a negative view. The usage of 

inappropriate language may be considered rude, mannerless, and impolite in daily 

conversation.  In this case, swearing would be considered as an impoliteness. Swearing 

would be reflected as a normal scenario (Baudin and Paramasivam, 2014) although it is 

offensive in some cultures. Swear words are regarded as a dispreferred language and those 

who use it often, commonly viewed as problematic. But nowadays, the appearances and 

occurrences of swear words have been increasing. Some people have normalized the act of 

swearing. Oftentimes this normalization of swearing has been a common usage especially 

those in a close peer relationship. The reason for the usage differs from the context one is 

in.  
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The main idea and motivation of this study started from experiencing a real-life 

situation of swearing phenomena in social networking sites. People acquire some 

knowledge online. People can learn and pick up a habit online if it was used regularly by 

their circle. This happens with swearing. As a user of social networking sites like Twitter 

since 2009, the usage of swear words in social networking sites recently can be seen as 

common. The utterances of swear words varied from different users and the context they 

were in. Regardless of the situations, most users opted for swearing when expressing their 

thoughts and feelings. However, living in Malaysia, swearing is not regarded as the norm. 

Malaysia is a country known for its various ethnic, races, and cultures. Malaysia together 

with other Asian countries are usually associated with politeness in their upbringing. 

According to Rahman (2017), Asian cultures dispreferred the act of swearing because of 

their conservativeness. In Malay culture, figurative expressions were commonly used to 

express something. This upbringing treated swearing as an act of impoliteness. There are 

laws in Malaysia that prohibit swear words being used in public and formal surroundings 

(Baudin and Paramasivam, 2014). Despite the prohibitions and its offensiveness, it is 

commonly used especially if one comes across the phenomena in social media This raises 

the question of why people opted to swear when it is offensive and inappropriate?. This led 

to this study that seeks to investigate what swear words are used in social networking sites 

in Malaysia and why swear words are being used in social networking sites in Malaysia. 
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1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

People have been swearing in their daily life regularly either online or offline although 

some cultural contexts despise the frequent use of swear words. Despite being related to 

negative views, the occurrences of people swearing especially online and in Malaysia has 

been frequent and some people have been using it to make their point come across. It has 

been perceived and acknowledged as common especially to express emotions and feelings. 

There are few studies that study on swear words used in social networking sites. In addition, 

there is also a lack of studies that study the reason for swear words used in social 

networking sites specifically in Malaysia. A study conducted by Tian (2014) centered on 

English swear words used by Chinese youth in Malaysia while this study attempts to find 

out about Malaysians as a whole regardless of the races.  

Moreover, a study by Baudin and Paramasivam (2014) was generally about 

swearing behavior in English by a group of Malaysian teenagers. In that study, they wanted 

to observe and understand the reasons for a group of female Malaysians to swear in English. 

The study focused on why the female group chose to swear in English which highlighted 

that the study focused on one gender and one language. In contrast, the goal of this study 

is to find out about the usage of swear words regardless of the gender of the swearer. This 

study aims to examine the swear words used by users of social networking sites in Malaysia 

in language Malaysians commonly use. That is either in Malay or in English.  

Furthermore, studies from Guvendir (2015) focused on differences of swearing 

specifically between male and female gender. The studies raise the question of why males 

tend to use strong and intense swear words more than females. The study focused on gender 
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that swears more and did not address the functions of swearing generally without 

comparing the two genders. Moreover, a similar study from Mukuni, Ireri, Nthiga, and 

Owili (2016) study about the motivations of using swear words in the language of miraa 

traders. In the study, they also focused on the use of swear words uttered by both genders 

which were male and female, not in general in which this research aims to study. Their 

study also specifically observed miraa traders and not online users in Malaysia. Even 

though research done by Anttila (2017) centered around Twitter which is similar to the 

focus of this study, Anttila (2017) main objective was to investigate the use of swear words 

used in English between the United States and the Nordic countries. This study's main focus 

is to examine the reasons for the use of swear words and to identify the swear words used 

in social networking sites in Malaysia which is among Malaysian regardless of the language 

used to swear.  

Meanwhile, a study conducted by Anggita (2015), aimed to study the use of taboo 

words in a movie. The study was about an analysis of taboo words in a movie called Bad 

Teacher and was mainly for the context in a movie that is scripted. Similar to a study by 

Bednarek (2019) that analyzed the use of swear words in narrative mass media which was 

the US television series dialogue. This is different from the objective of this study which is 

to analyze the swear words in interactions like replies or comments in social networking 

sites. It implies that the latter focuses on the occurrences in real-life contexts and not 

scripted. A study by Jing-Schmidt (2019) was an overview of the comprehension of 

cursing, taboo, and euphemism from the perspectives of various fields which were 

psychology, anthropology, and linguistics. In addition, the study was focused on the 

phenomena of cursing, taboo, and euphemism in Chinese.   
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From all the studies that have been mentioned, there is a lack of studies that study 

particularly on online interactions in the context of Malaysia. There are few studies that 

study the use of swear words and its function in online interactions in social networking 

sites context. Many papers were found to rather focus more on offline context. Past studies 

were mainly about the analysis of the understanding of what is swearing in general. There 

seems to be a lack of study that studies the use of swear words and the reasons people opted 

to swear generally in social networking sites in Malaysia. Most of the papers found have 

focused groups like genders, ages, and races. There is a lack of research papers that study 

the swearing behavior that focuses on language use in the Malaysian context.  

 

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1) To identify the list of swear words used in social networking sites in Malaysia. 

2) To examine the reasons for the usage of swear words in social networking sites in 

Malaysia. 

 

1.4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

1) What are the swear words used in social networking sites in Malaysia? 

2) Why are swear words used in social networking sites in Malaysia? 
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1.5 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

The significance of this study is to give an insight and understanding of the phenomena of 

the use of swear words and the reasons for the use of swear words in social networking 

sites in Malaysia. This study aims to focus in Malaysia due to its culture that is known for 

politeness. In the culture of politeness, it is deemed inappropriate that the use of swear 

words is frequently used in an online context. In some cultural contexts, especially in 

Malaysia, swear words are not looked up upon and are not glorified for its usage. Often the 

case, those who swear will be looked negatively. But recently, with the usage of social 

networking sites, there are numbers of users that use swear words in an online conversation 

and the usage of this kind of language has been normalized by some people.  

This study seeks to understand and acknowledge the reasons for the use of swear 

words and what kind of swear words are used even though it is considered taboo in some 

cultural context. Past researchers have addressed the issue of the viewpoint of swearing in 

an offline setting. It is important to know the reason people opted to swear in their daily 

life although it is regarded as offensive, negative, and impolite in social settings. Many 

studies were done to explore swear words and reasons for swearing in other countries and 

little research about the insight of swearing were done in Malaysia. Schipper (2013) stated 

that “the expressions that are used in swearing involve elements that are in some way taboo 

or stigmatized, and studying swearing can teach us something about values and 

expectations in society.” (p. 4). Hence, this study seeks to find out the explanations and 

motives of swearing. It is crucial for people to understand why some people swear and the 
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impact it may bring if the usage of swear words is used, emphasized, and normalized in an 

online conversation.  

Furthermore, this study is significant in giving awareness to the society in Malaysia 

about the increasing usage of swear words in Malaysia's online social context. This study 

seeks to make society understand the growing phenomena and occurrences of swearing, 

especially in Malaysia's social and cultural context. Thus, it is significant to execute this 

research to fill the gap in the use of swear words in social networking sites in Malaysia and 

the reasons for the usage of swear words in social networking sites in Malaysia.  
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 1.6 DEFINITION OF TERMS 

To provide clarity on the research, some of the terms have been defined as followed:  

1.6.1 Social networking sites 

In this research social networking sites refers to “a web-based platform for building social 

networks or social relations amongst people, e.g., shared interests or activities.” (Baruah, 

2012, p. 4).  

 

1.6.2 Swearing 

In this paper, swearing means “the use of certain words and phrases that are considered by 

some to be rude, impolite, offensive, obscene, or insulting.” (Wang, Chen, Thirunarayan 

and Sheth, 2014, p. 415).  It can also be understood by “the usage of taboo words with the 

intention of expressing speaker’s emotions and deliver the emotional state to the listener.” 

(Jay, 1992 as cited in Jay and Janschewitz, 2008). 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the concept of swearing, swearing and perceptions in cultural context, 

swearing and its function, swearing in social media, and discourse and swear words are 

reviewed based on previous studies.  

 

2.1 SWEARING 

Swearing is not a new phenomenon and has occurred in every part of the culture that exists 

in this world. People have been swearing since the beginning of time (Vingerhoets, Bylsma, 

and de Vlam, 2013). Mohr (2013) has similar opinions that obscenity has started during 

ancient Latin due to the Roman concept of obscenity. It was later explained that it has been 

a guide and model of the use of obscene words nowadays due to their numbers of literary 

classics, Julian calendar, and republicanism. She also mentioned that during the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries, swearing has fully developed that it held the power to shock and 

offend the public even with the simplest word like ‘leg’ and ‘trousers’ (Mohr, 2013). Mohr 

(2013) revealed that 'shit' was counted as swearing for its literal meaning which is 

something disgusting and smelly. The word represents actions, body parts, and body 

functions that society imposed to be kept hidden (Mohr, 2013).  
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Since years ago, there has always been resistance and bad image against those that 

were using swear words. According to Pinker (2007) and Stone and Hazelton (2008) as 

cited by Vingerhoets, Bylsma and de Vlam, (2013), in the past, swearers were punished 

and it came in the form of jail, tongue excising and death sentences. This is similar to what 

Rahman (2107) mentioned in his studies in which a death penalty was given to those who 

use swear words in the public back during ancient Rome. In former times, an oath was 

considered inappropriate which is similar to the level of swear words in this modern time. 

However, not all oaths were bad. During the Middle Ages, an oath can bring positive and 

negative meanings. In the positive sense, an oath was respected and crucial in society 

because it means “promising before God to tell the truth” (Mohr, 2013, p. 11) and 

considered as sincere oath swearing. People that took this kind of swearing for granted were 

put behind bars and killed.  

What is considered swearing that we know now during this age is what the Middle 

Ages called the negative oath. “In the ‘bad’ sense, an oath means blasphemous or vain 

swearing, words or phrases that take God’s name in vain, mention his body parts, or 

otherwise detract from his honor.” (Mohr, 2013, p. 11). She explained in her paper that 

during that time, saying ‘God’s bones’ was more disgraceful than the word ‘cunt’ people 

are using today.  This is consistent with what Rahman (2017) stated in his paper that the 

use of swear words using god’s name during the Middle Ages was prohibited. According 

to Patrick (1901) as cited by Vingerhoets, Bylsma and de Vlam (2013), the origins of 

swearing may have started when the swear words used were related to holy places or 

religious holy affairs. Furthermore, during ancient times, swear words were rarely used and 

at some point of time, it was considered as one form of art (Montagu, 2001 as cited in 
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Rahman, 2017). It was explained that even though the action mentioned towards past 

swearers like execution no longer exists in the society, the viewpoints towards a swearer is 

still negative in society across various cultures around the world. 

According to Fagersten (2012), taboo language, vulgar language, rude language, 

foul language, bawdy language, blasphemy, profanity, obscenities, epithets, expletives, 

four-letter words, dirty words, cuss words, curse words or bad words are the many multiple 

nam  es or identifier for the swear words. Some researchers have made several distinctions 

on the differences between what some called as bad or improper language. In some other 

times, different labels were used to describe and distinguish this offensive language. 

Rahman (2017) has used several distinct terms regarding this bad language which were 

taboo language, swearing, profanity, and cursing. Besides, Jay (1992) as cited by Bednarek 

(2019) has also differentiated definitions on swearing, profanity, cursing, taboo words, 

obscenity, and vulgarity. Moreover, Finn (2017) in her paper has used the terms swearing 

and taboo words interchangeably. Regardless of that, those different terms are similar to 

one another for it brings similar meanings. Lutzky and Kehoe (2016) stated that “these 

terms are used as synonyms or near-synonyms to denote bad language use.” (p.3). Despite 

the distinctions, swearing is commonly used to describe offensive and improper language. 

According to Rahman (2017), although there are various terms used, swearing is regarded 

as a familiar or common term. Thus, this paper will use swearing to refer to the use of bad 

language. 

According to Wang et al. (2014) swearing or swear words means “the use of certain 

words and phrases that are considered by some to be rude, impolite, offensive, obscene, or 
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insulting.” (p. 415). Swearing can also be referred to as the time offensive language is used 

and the usage of swearing might include language that is regarded as condescending and 

offensive (Rahman, 2017). He also mentioned that oftentimes, taboo words, and profanity 

are included when swearing. Both definitions portray swearing as something unacceptable 

and frowned upon in society. Next, according to Andersson and Trudgill (2007) as cited by 

Vingerhoets, Bylsma and de Vlam (2013), swearing is “language used in which the 

expression: (i) refers to something taboo or stigmatized in the swearer’s culture, (ii) is not 

intended to be interpreted literally, (iii) can be used to express strong emotions or attitudes.” 

(p. 288). The definition emphasized and stressed more on the emotional aspect in which 

swearing can bring to the swearer. According to Mohr (2013) “historically, swear words 

have been thought to possess a deeper, more intimate connection to the things they 

represent than do other words.” (p.11). This can be seen with the word ‘shit’ that is 

understood as something foul-smelling, sticky and unpleasant which shows clearly the kind 

of action and body parts that the society wants people to hide either by covering it with 

clothes, doing the action in private or flushing it down the toilet. So, it can be understood 

that when a swearer swears, they impose a bad meaning on the other people.  

Generally, swear words around the world have similar sources of where the swear 

words come from. Rahman (2017), theorizes that the sources of words people usually used 

for swearing acquired from religion, sexual activities, scatological, sex organs, and 

"mother" or family members. Moreover, he explained that swear words can be derived from 

a few themes linked to prostitution, disease, animals, and ancestors (Rahman, 2017).  
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2.2 SWEARING AND PERCEPTIONS IN CULTURAL CONTEXT 

Generally, when swearing is being discussed, it is always depicted as something 

inappropriate and negative. Different cultures and societies have different perceptions and 

acceptance of this phenomenon worldwide. Even though it is different, most of the 

perceptions are on the negative side and are not encouraged. Cultural aspects are viewed as 

crucial that taboo is regarded as cultural issues. Hence, what is depicted as offending or 

improper language is different depending on cross-culturally or even intra-culturally 

(Farquharson, Forrester and Hollington, 2020). Vingerhoets, Bylsma, and De Vlam (2013) 

revealed that there are still obvious disapproval and dissent against swearing that differs 

across cultures.  

In the nineteenth century in Britain, swearing was forbidden to the extent there was 

a campaign made against it (Rahman, 2017). He further mentioned that the honorable 

members of the British society stopped using swear words to express their emotions. In the 

United States of America, there was an attempt made by the Federal Communication 

Commission to legislate speech that might be considered inappropriate in both television 

and radio (Vingerhoets, Bylsma, and de Vlam, 2013). A similar thing has been mentioned 

by Baudin and Paramasivam (2014) that Cuss Control Academy in the United States gives 

penalties to those using swear words in social contexts like formal settings or on the streets. 

They believe swearing can be damaging to society for it has the ability to corrupt English 

as a language. However, European cultures are more modern and liberals that they rarely 

reprimand a swearer (Rahman, 2017). This can be seen with the existence of various swear 

words in the Italian language. Meanwhile, it is widely known that Asia has various unique 
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cultures. Most of these cultures do not encourage the use of swear words probably because 

they have a strong viewpoint of their cultures that rooted since their patriotism (Rahman, 

2017). He later explained that the start of this phenomenon in Asian cultures might have 

started when capitalism and modernity took over which resulted in the adoption of new 

swear words. In Malaysia, swear words used in public and formal settings are against the 

law and is punishable (Baudin and Paramasivam, 2014).  Baudin and Paramasivam (2014) 

also revealed that the usage of swear words in the media is censored. This can be seen when 

the Malaysian Communication and Multimedia Commission (MCMC) published a 

guideline for media practitioners in Malaysia on words that prohibited to be used in 

television or films in Malaysia (Jabatan Pemantauan dan Pematuhan Penyiaran, 2018). The 

usage of swear words may be viewed as controversial even though some of it has been 

normalized in some social context.  

 As known, most cultural contexts disapprove of the usage of swear words publicly. 

The usage of swear words can be related to the impoliteness of language. Hughes (2006) 

explained that “swearing has been linked to impoliteness denoted as any social indiscretion 

that ought to be avoided.” (as cited by Azman, Azmi, Maros and Bakar, 2017, p. 47).  Tracy 

(1998) define language impoliteness as “communicative acts that are (or are seen as) 

intentionally rude, disrespectful, and insulting for two reasons: (1) it is “too tame” for 

serious acts of face-threat, and (2) has an unclear connection with acts that might be 

described as “polite.” (as cited by Bousfield and Culpeper, 2008, p.164). 

 Impoliteness of language is regarded as a verbal act that is offensive, rude, and 

inappropriate but reliant on the social-cultural context and the people of the environment 
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one is in. Swearing can be offensive if the interaction consists of young and old man and 

regarded as appropriate if it is used within the same age due to differences in the social 

context (Rahman, 2017). It can also be regarded as normal and appropriate if the speaker 

and the listener come from the same inner circle or share the same beliefs. Friendship is an 

important and significant relationship as close friends are perceived as someone whom one 

can show and reveal their real self, love to, feel comfortable with, and trust the most (Pazil, 

2018). This might explain why people are comfortable to swear around their close friends 

as it is not regarded as offensive because of the same beliefs and understanding that each 

member of the group shares. A study by Baudin and Paramasivam (2014) found that their 

participants received positive reactions when swear words were used when they told humor 

in the close inner circle.  

In Malaysian culture, being direct is regarded as impolite that when a speaker is 

being direct, normally the listener will be offended (Azman et al., 2017). They later 

mentioned that since Malaysia practices indirect speech, it is contradictory with the usage 

of swearing that vividly portrays it as a direct act of using offensive language and does not 

represent the culture of Malaysia (Azman et al., 2017). Nevertheless, some people still use 

swear words to deliver their points and emotions.  
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2.3 SWEARING AND ITS FUNCTION 

Many studies observed and highlighted the reasons for usage of swear words. Swearing is 

an interesting occurrence that cannot be denied due to its various usage depending on 

functions. This is similar to Anttila (2017) that mentioned, “the multifunctionality of swear 

words makes them a very peculiar set of speech tokens.” (p. 2). Swearing is likely to happen 

and occur in a situation when there is an existence of strong emotion or when emotion is 

being expressed in a strong attitude that comes from one person to another person 

(Vingerhoets, Bylsma, and de Vlam, 2013). Some scholars differentiated swearing by its 

specific functions or by the level of consciousness. Some even classified it by the level of 

offensiveness in which it would be hard to measure as the offensiveness of a swear word 

can be depending on the different social settings.   

A theory by Pinker (2007) indicated that swearing can be differentiated with the 

way it functions in a conversation (as cited by Maulidiatsani, 2015). This can help in 

understanding the use of swear words in a conversation. Pinker (2007) as cited by Cachola, 

Holgate, Preotiuc-Pietro, and Li (2018) categorized swearing into five types which are 

“abusive (intention to offend or cause psychological harm), cathartic (used in response to 

pain), dysphemistic (intention to convey negative sentiment), emphatic (intention to draw 

attention) and idiomatic (used for no purpose or to signal informality)” (p. 2). According 

to Pinker (2007), abusive swearing is used when the swearer wants to abuse, insult, or even 

intimidate others. For instance, “fuck you asshole”. Next, cathartic swearing is the kind of 

swearing that was uttered to relieve pain when they get hurt or when something bad happens 

(Pinker, 2007). For instance, this can happen when someone accidentally steps on a Lego 
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or spilled a drink and said something like “auch fuck this thing”.  Dysphemistic swearing 

according to Pinker (2007) was opposite to euphemism that usually used to replace an 

unpleasant word. Dysphemistic swearing is the kind of swearing that affects the listener to 

think about a negative or provocative matter (Maulidiatsani, 2015). It is also when the 

swearer chose to used swear words or taboo terms when there is a more polite term. For 

instance, instead of saying “you look bad”, the speaker said, “you look like shit”. Pinker 

(2007) mentioned that emphatic swearing is used to emphasize something. This can usually 

be seen with “you are fucking amazing” to emphasize how amazing the other person is 

without the negative denotation of swear words. Lastly, an idiomatic swearing is usually 

used to arouse interest (Pinker, 2007). Other than that, Rahman (2017) elaborated that it is 

used to show coolness or an indication that they are in an informal setting to their audience 

without really referring to the matter. The example can be seen with “hell, yeah”.  

According to Finn (2017), there are two types of swearing which are planned or 

proportional swearing and unplanned or non-proportional swearing. It was elaborated that 

proportional swearing would be something that the swearer is aware of the usage of swear 

words (Pinker, 2007 as cited by Finn, 2017) like when an individual was to tell a joke using 

swear words. Cachola et al. (2018) also believed that an individual can choose to include 

or exclude using swear words in their utterances that include one, can convey their 

purposeful attempt to swear. This inclusivity of swear words indicates that the swearer is 

aware of the usage. Next, it is regarded as non-proportional swearing when the emotions of 

the speaker are emphasized to the listener with the existence of swear words in the 

conversation (Pinker, 2007 as cited by Finn, 2017). This is similar to cathartic swearing as 

it acts as an involuntary response like pain. Next, Montagu (1989) categorized swearing 
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into two which was annoyance swearing and social swearing (cited in Vingerhoets, Bylsma, 

and de Vlam, 2013). He then further differentiated the annoyance swearing as a type of 

swearing that serves intra-individual functions while social swearing refers to a type of 

swearing that serves inter-individual functions. (Montagu, 1989 as cited in Vingerhoets, 

Bylsma and de Vlam, 2013). Azman et al., (2017) explained that “swear words are uttered 

both intentionally and unintentionally in conversations, causing offense and discomfort 

among interlocutors in public.” (p. 47).  The intentional and unintentional swearing may or 

may not cause uneasiness to the listener depending on who the listener is. This can be 

understood that the offensiveness of the swear words relies on social settings itself.  

According to Rahman (2017), functions of swearing are to convey strong feelings 

and emotions as well as a way to destress. Similarly, Ashwindren, Shankar, and Zarei 

(2018) have mentioned, swearing is used to express emotions depending on the situations 

like to express anger, joy, humor, sorrow, or even surprise. They then explained that these 

emotions are often related to the dominance of media in one’s life like the Internet, games, 

films, and television that incline to expose the use of swear words to their user. 

Furthermore, some people preferred to use swear words to express feelings because it has 

strong impacts (Anggita, 2015). It was then elaborated that swear words are chosen in an 

utterance because it is the strongest way to emphasize dissatisfaction and sometimes one’s 

true intentions. This can be understood that most of the time, swearing functions as a tool 

to express one’s feelings and emotions. The occurrences of swearing denote the existence 

and state of emotions that the swearer is trying to convey. This is agreed by Vingerhoets, 

Bylsma, and de Vlam, (2013) in which they revealed that swearing happens when the 

speaker of the swear words experiences a strong emotion that they want to unleash or when 
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it is verbally used to accomplish an objective through the verbal act of swearing. Baudin 

and Paramasivam (2014) mentioned that swear words are used as a mechanism for people 

to cope and deal with daily life affairs for it helps in letting off negative emotions.  

Despite that, it is found that the function of swearing is not just a tool to confront 

the feelings but it can be conversational (Rahman, 2017). These functions of swearing can 

be seen being used for “social bonding, affirming group membership and for enhancing 

solidarity.” (Rahman, 2017, p. 17). Since the usage of swear words in a conversation is to 

create solidarity, Finn (2017) stated that the utterances of swear words enhance a group 

membership because the acceptance of swearing in a group can be a symbol of acceptance 

and inclusiveness. Cachola et al. (2018) stated that one of the purposes people use swear 

words is as an indication of informal conversation. This can be understood that a speaker 

tends to use swear words if they are more comfortable with the listener due to the informal 

social settings. Moreover, they also further stated that people are inclined to use swear 

words “as an intensifier for subjective opinions, as a way to offend or express hate speech 

towards others, to describe vulgar activities…” (Cachola et al., 2018, p. 1). All in all, the 

functions of swearing can heavily rely on the situational context and social settings one in 

that helps determine if a swear word carries a positive or negative meaning. (Lutzky and 

Kehoe, 2016) stated that “depending on the context of use, swearing may convey negative 

feelings, for instance, of anger or frustration, or positive feelings of joy or excitement.” (p. 

3). 
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2.4 SWEARING AND SOCIAL MEDIA  

Swearing is known to be used to express emotions. Ashwindren et al. (2018) stated that 

swearing is used to express emotions depending on the situations like to express anger, joy, 

humor, sorrow, or even surprise. They later explained that this phenomenon can occur due 

to the influence of the Internet, games, films, and television that exposed the usage of swear 

words to its user. A study by Bandura (1977) as cited in Simpson, Duarte, and Bishop 

(2016) mentioned cognitive theory in which it stated that “behavior occurs through the 

acquisition of information from one’s external environment, specifically from other 

people.” (p. 2). To shed a light, it can be understood that humans learn behavior by 

observing the behavior of other human beings. This theory can be applied to the usage and 

the acquisition of swear words. So it implies the influence of other people online that people 

tend to swear because they see people around them swear too.  

Kawate and Patil (2017) stated that social media helps us to share information as 

well as allows us to communicate. They then explained that making a relationship online 

with unknown people is risk-taking. Connected with unfamiliar people may expose oneself 

to the usage of swear words. In an online context, anonymity is the biggest contributor to 

the usage of improper language (Kling, Lee, Teich, and Frankel, 1999 as cited by Kwon 

and Cho, 2017). When identity is concealed, people are not afraid of the consequences of 

using swear words online. Despite that, Kwon and Cho (2017) believed that “as long as the 

use of swear words during online discussions does not negatively violate a communicative 

expectancy, swearing may contribute to create an ambiance of informality…” (p. 5). Given 

that situation, in an online context, swearing can cause good constructive emotions without 

being offending. However, swearing can be perceived negatively if it is not a shared norm 
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online. Sometimes, it can be seen as inappropriate, rude, and unaccepted if it is done 

anonymously (Kwon and Cho, 2017).  

 

2.5 DISCOURSE AND SWEAR WORDS 

To understand the many reasons for the usage of some words or how meaning is created 

based on different social context, a good approach of analysis is needed. Shanti, Lee, and 

Lajium (2017) mentioned that “the choice of qualitative analysis that a researcher uses to 

arrive at the end meaning that people bring the data, whether by using grounded theory, 

phenomenological, narrative, discourse analysis, etc., makes the difference in a qualitative 

study” (p. 160).  The definition of discourse analysis is understood as “a discursive 

formation in which the structures of say ability prompt the language of critical intervention 

with a much greater probability than in mainstream scholarship” (Nonhoff, 2017, p. 6). 

Furthermore, Hassen (2015) mentioned that discourse “can be understood with three 

different ways. “1) language beyond the level of a sentence; 2) language behaviors linked 

to social practices and 3) language as a system of thought.” (Hassen, 2015, p. 120). Potter 

(1996) as cited by Hassen (2015) defined Discourse Analysis (DA) as the “analysis of the 

internal cognition of a society’s practice as expressed through their language. It focuses on 

talk and texts as social practices” (p. 121).  

 Since this study centers on the reasons or functions of swear words and what are 

the swear words used in an online context, it can be said that it focuses on how meaning is 

created in different social contexts. Hassen (2015) in his study mentioned that “access to 

the discourse of people provides with the necessary information about the patterns of life” 
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(p. 119). To understand discourse means to know the people, their culture as well as their 

belief.  Discourse holds the power in understanding the tradition, history, culture, and the 

life of the speaker (Hassen, 2015). People can only be understood better with their 

discourse. To understand swearing behavior, the need to understand the discourse where 

the action happened is crucial.  

 Discourse analysis is often linked with how language is used and how people are 

affected by it and how people are affecting the language. This is similar to Manzoor, Saeed, 

and Pahnwar (2019) stated in their paper that discourse analysis assisted in analyzing the 

way people use language and its impact and effect on the society or how the society 

determines the language itself. Discourse concerned with how swearing is used by the 

speaker. Understanding discourse does not only mean focus on a language but it is more 

concerned about how the language functions and used by its speaker.  

 Moreover, it is believed that discourse shapes and discourse is shaped. Hassen 

(2015) in his paper mentioned that “discourse shapes and reshapes the thought and practice 

of the speech community who owns it. It is a replicator, re-constructor, and preserver of 

social change.” (p. 122). Perception or acceptance of certain things may change according 

to how society acts on it. Some phenomenon or occurrences may be looked upon now more 

than it was before all depending on the society itself.  This can be seen with how certain 

swear words have different impacts on different societies. Swear words affiliated with 

religions were commonly used in Europe than in Asians due to differences in cultures 

(Rahman, 2017).  
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

This chapter addresses the research method, instruments for data collection, research 

sample, and population as well as the data analysis. This study used qualitative research to 

answer the questions of swear words used in social networking sites and reasons for the use 

of swear words in social networking sites.  
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3.1 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK   

As discussed previously in chapter two on Pinker (2007) theory on five functions of 

swearing and Rahman (2017) theory on sources of swear words, Figure 1 shown the 

conceptual framework adopted for this study. 

Based on the conceptual framework given, there are five functions of using swear 

words. The functions are abusive, dysphemistic, emphatic, idiomatic, and cathartic as 

mentioned by Pinker (2007). These functions will be used to help identify and classify the 

reasons for the usage of swear words in social networking sites. Rahman (2017) in his paper 

Figure 1: Conceptual framework adopted from Pinker (2007) and Rahman (2017) 
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found that there are seven sources of swear words used by Asians. Those seven are, mental 

incapacity or loose morals, animals, scatological, religion, sexual activity, sex organ, and 

family member. Based on these types, swear words used in social networking sites in 

Malaysia will be identified easily. 

This paper focused on the types of swear words used in social networking sites first, 

then reasons for the use of swear words in social networking sites in Malaysia will be 

identified. This framework helps both researchers and society to understand the 

occurrences of this phenomenon on social networking sites better. The categorization made 

for both functions of swear words and sources of the use of swear words gives better insight 

into why people opted for swearing in social networking sites.  

 

3.2 RESEARCH DESIGN AND INSTRUMENTS 

This research was conducted using a qualitative descriptive approach. The qualitative 

descriptive approach was used to examine, identify, and categorize swear words in tweets 

in the reply sections where the swear words occurred in social networking sites in Malaysia. 

In this research, an observation method to identify and examine the use of swear words in 

social networking sites in Malaysia was chosen as a method to conduct this qualitative 

research of the study. Since this paper examined and identified the swear words used in 

social networking sites, the research design was adopted from David, Kuang, and 

Tayyebian (2016), and Maulidiatsani (2015) given that their papers have the same focus as 

this paper which is to observe and identify swear words used. 
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Moreover, Twitter Advanced Search was used to generate data for this paper. It was 

chosen as a simpler and less complex alternative than Twitter Streaming API that had been 

used by a few past research papers that generate data from Twitter. Twitter Advanced 

Search is a tailored search engine made by Twitter to find specific tweets with specific 

criteria easier. Data was collected from the @501Awani twitter page since it is a public 

account thus, easily accessible. It was also chosen because it is a Malaysia news page 

account. Since this study aims to examine swear words in social networking sites in 

Malaysia, choosing tweets from this account would be easier.  

In order to find a suitable and appropriate data for this study, there were few criteria 

chosen to be the data selection of this study. Firstly, the social networking sites chosen were 

Twitter. Secondly, the time frame was set from January 2020 to March 2020. Next, the 

posts were Malaysia based, and lastly, it has big engagement from twitter users with a 

minimum of 200 likes, 200 retweets, and 200 replies. With these criteria given, any swear 

words that appeared under the posts with these criteria will be examined, analyzed, and 

coded. The data will then be analyzed using discourse analysis to analyze the swear words 

used in social networking sites context. 
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3.3 PROCEDURE 

This research was conducted using a qualitative approach by examining and identifying 

swear words used to identify the swear words used and examine the reasons for the usage 

of swear words in social networking sites in Malaysia. According to Jamshed (2014), a 

qualitative method is important to a researcher to understand and analyze an issue better 

with an in-depth perspective. This can be achieved with either interview or observational 

method (Jamshed, 2014).  

The study aims to analyze swear words occurrences in social networking sites, 

hence, Twitter was chosen as a platform to collect data. Tweets from a Twitter account with 

the username @501Awani were collected to be the data for this paper. @501Awani is a 

twitter account for Astro Awani which is a 24-hour news channel that covers a wide range 

of news and programs. Its specialties are News channel, Digital media, Broadcasting, 

Journalism, Breaking news, Online news, live coverage, Berita terkini, International news, 

and last but not least Malaysia news.  

Tweets from @501Awani were selected to be analyzed as it focused and highlighted 

issues and news in Malaysia. Moreover, @501Awani was chosen because it would be 

easier to identify the words used by Malaysians in giving their opinions about a certain 

issue online.  

To study the engagement received by @501Awani in a day can be overwhelming 

since it reports every news around the clock. Hence, an Advanced Search from Twitter was 

used to tailor the criteria needed by searching specific date range and engagement received 
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from other twitter users. Advanced Search is a built-in search command from Twitter that 

allows users to find specific tweets. Tweets ranging from 1st January 2020 to 31st March 

2020 with a minimum of 200 replies, 200 retweets, and 200 likes were entered in Twitter 

Advanced Search. As a result, there were seven tweets from @501Awani appeared with a 

total response of 4350 replies received from Twitter users.  

Each of the seven tweets was then labeled as Tweet A, Tweet B, tweet C, Tweet D, 

Tweet E, Tweet F, and Tweet G. Swear words used by Malaysian to express their emotions 

regarding the issues in the tweets were identified and then coded. 

 

3.4 DATA ANALYSIS 

 The reasons for swear words being used in social networking sites was analyzed based on 

contexts. The swear words then were listed and classified based on Pinker (2007) theory. 

Then, discourse analysis was used to further understand the reasons for the usage of swear 

words in social networking sites in Malaysia. The swear words used in social networking 

sites in Malaysia were identified by listing the swear words found and classified according 

to Rahman (2017). What was deemed as swear words were based on Bahasa Terlarang a 

guideline released by Jabatan Pemantauan dan Pematuhan Penyiaran (2018) of Malaysian 

Communication and Multimedia Commission (MCMC) and the researcher's knowledge on 

the swear words. The article released by MCMC Malaysia was a guideline for language 

and words that cannot be used and regarded as inappropriate on Malaysia’s Television 
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production. The sources of swear words that did not belong to any categorization from the 

sources of swear words by Rahman (2017) were categorized as “others”.  

 

3.4.1 Sources of data collection  

 This section showed the results of the data collection together with the sources to 

retrieve the tweet to ease localized and understand the contexts of which people opted to 

the behaviour of swearing.  

 

Table 1: Sources of data collection 

Item Caption Numbers of 

retweets/com

ments/ likes 

received 

Date Link to retrieve 

tweet 

Tweet A Penularan 

koronavirus di 

Malaysia belum 

sampai tahap kritikal 

- Tun M 

Retweets: 912 

Comments: 

832 

Likes: 1.7k 

January 

26, 2020 

https://twitter.com/50

1Awani/status/12213

07818600386560http

s://twitter.com/501A

wani/status/1221307

818600386560 

Tweet B Rakyat Malaysia 

dipercayai sertai 

perhimpunan tabligh 

di Sulawesi 

Retweets: 2.6k 

Comments: 

442 

Likes: 2.5k 

March 19, 

2020 

https://twitter.com/50

1Awani/status/12403

21178138341383 

Tweet C Adik pecah 

gegendang telinga 

ditampar abang, 

Retweets: 1.1k 

Comments: 

March 9, 

2020 

https://twitter.com/50

1Awani/status/12369

48941079367683 

https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1221307818600386560
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1221307818600386560
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1221307818600386560
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1221307818600386560
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1221307818600386560
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1221307818600386560
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1240321178138341383
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1240321178138341383
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1240321178138341383
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1236948941079367683
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1236948941079367683
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1236948941079367683
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kucing tak salah.  361 

Likes: 1.3k 

Tweet D Sajat yang 

mencetuskan 

kegemparan kerana 

mengenakan pakaian 

wanita semasa 

mengerjakan umrah 

dibidas dan dikritik 

banyak pihak 

termasuk campur 

tangan daripada 

Menteri di Jabatan 

Perdana Menteri, 

Datuk Seri Dr 

Mujahid Yusof. 

Retweets: 2.2k 

Comments: 

492 

Likes: 3.1k 

February 

8, 2020 

https://twitter.com/50

1Awani/status/12261

32578744164353 

Tweet E Koronavirus: "Tak 

perlu keluar 

menonton wayang, 

kenduri pun 

kurangkan pergi" 

Retweets: 1.1k 

Comments: 

452 

Likes: 1.7k 

January 

25, 2020 

https://twitter.com/50

1Awani/status/12209

64762537717761 

Tweet F Koronavirus: Tiada 

rancangan halang 

kemasukan rakyat 

China buat masa ini 

- Tun M 

Retweets: 1084 

Comments: 

933 

Likes: 6.1 k 

January 

25, 2020 

https://twitter.com/50

1Awani/status/12209

54550707732482 

Tweet G Dah dengar rakaman 

yang didedah 

@SPRMMalaysia 

membabitkan 

perbualan Datin Seri 

Rosmah Mansor 

bersama Datuk Seri 

@najibrazak ? 

Retweets: 

17.3k 

Comments: 

796 

Likes: 18.9k 

January 8, 

2020 

https://twitter.com/50

1Awani/status/12147

56406168969218 

 

  

https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1226132578744164353
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1226132578744164353
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1226132578744164353
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1220964762537717761
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1220964762537717761
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1220964762537717761
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1220954550707732482
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1220954550707732482
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1220954550707732482
https://twitter.com/NajibRazak
https://twitter.com/NajibRazak
https://twitter.com/NajibRazak
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1214756406168969218
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1214756406168969218
https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1214756406168969218
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CHAPTER FOUR 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This chapter discusses the findings of the data collected for the study. It also reports the 

result of the study to be analyzed. The findings of the data collected from swear words in 

Tweet A until Tweet G are presented. Then, the discussions of the data collected are divided 

based on the sources of swear words and the functions of swearing to answer the research 

questions of this paper.  

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Findings and data analysis will be analyzing the data collected to answer the research 

questions of this study which are what are the swear words in social networking sites in 

Malaysia and why are swear words being used in social networking sites in Malaysia. Data 

collected will be analyzed to find out the swear words used and reasons for the use of swear 

words in social networking sites in Malaysia. The swear words found in the comments 

sections under the tweets of @501Awani Twitter account page will be classified based on 

the theoretical frameworks mentioned earlier that answer the research questions of this 

study.  
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4.2 DATA RESULTS AND EXTRACTION 

Based on the criteria to find the functions of swear words and swear words used from the 

tweets of @501Awani, seven different tweets that discussed seven different issues were 

found. Each tweet was labeled as Tweet A, Tweet B, Tweet C, Tweet D, Tweet E, Tweet 

F, and Tweet G. The content of each tweet will be explained. From a total of 4308 

interactions found in the sum of all seven tweets, there were 234 comments found that 

contained swear words. These swear words then were classified and analyzed. 

4.2.1 Tweet A 

 

Figure 2: Screenshot of Tweet A 
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The caption of tweet A was “Penularan koronavirus di Malaysia belum sampai tahap 

kritikal - Tun M'' and then followed by a link to the full article. The news was about Tun 

Mahathir Mohamad, the Prime Minister of Malaysia that mentioned about the spread of 

coronavirus in Malaysia is not yet critical for Malaysia to close down their tourism industry. 

The Prime Minister then further mentioned that fast movement of people makes it harder 

to control the movement of the tourists but the check up on tourists will be done if they 

happen to have symptoms and will be quarantined immediately. He also mentioned the 

importance of Malaysian to take precautions by wearing a face mask. 

Based on Tweet A, of all 832 comments, this paper managed to identify 44 tweets 

that contained swear words in the comment section under Tweet A.  

1) Functions of swearing 

Functions of 

swearing 

Abusive  Cathartic Dysphemistic Emphatic Idiomatic 

Total  33 0 5 3 5 
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2) Sources of swear words 
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tetek in 

gelabah 

tetek 

  

- - Bebal, 

bangang, 

dungu, 

bodoh, 

tolol, 

nyanyuk 

Mampus, 

sia, bana 

Total 6 3 0 2 0 0 28 10 

 

3) Swear words found 

No. The swear words Occurrences 

1. Bebal 1 

2. Bangang 3 

3. Dungu 1 

4. Bodoh/Bodo/do/bodowh/ 26 

5. Mampus 7 

6. Babi 4 

7. Sial/Sia 1 
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8. Damn 1 

9. Tetek 2 

10. Hanet/Hanat 2 

11. Tolol 1 

12. Bitch 1 

13. Lancau 1 

14. Nyanyok 1 

15. Anjing 1 

16. Bana 1 
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4.2.2 Tweet B 

 

Figure 3: Screenshot of Tweet B 

The caption of tweet B was “Rakyat Malaysia dipercayai sertai perhimpunan tabligh di 

Sulawesi” and then followed by a link that directed to the full article. The news was about 

an event called Ijtima of Asia 2020 in Indonesia that will be attended by thousands of 

Tabligh including some Malaysians. A representative from the Embassy of Malaysia 

reported that there were few numbers of Malaysians going there despite the ban and 

prohibition.  
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Based on Tweet B, of all 442 comments, this paper managed to identify 36 tweets 

that contained swear words in the comment section under Tweet B. 

1) Functions of swearing 

Functions of 

swearing 

Abusive  Cathartic Dysphemistic Emphatic Idiomatic 

Total  30 0 4 3 4 
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Total 1 1 0 3 1 1 28 7 
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3) Swear words found 

No. The swear words Occurrences 

1. Bodoh 16 

2. Butoh  1 

3. Goblok 1 

4. Babi 1 

5. Mati mereput 1 

6. bebal 2 

7. bangang 2 

8. bingai 2 

9. binawe 1 

10. bongok 2 

11. jahil 1 

12. dungu 1 

13. Barua 1 

14. Damn 1 

15. bajingan 1 

16. kimak/pukimak 2 

17. Gila 1 
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18. Wtf 1 

19. brainless 1 

20. bahlul 1 

21. mampus 1 

22. bengap 1 
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4.2.3 Tweet C 

 

Figure 4: Screenshot of Tweet C 

The caption of tweet C was “Adik pecah gegendang telinga ditampar abang, kucing tak 

salah.” and then followed by a link that directed to the full article. The full article was 

about a 21 year old woman that was slapped by her 29 year old brother in a fight that was 

rooted from their family issues. The cat mentioned in the caption was a cat that was 

supposed to be taken by the victim in their house before it ended in a tragedy. 
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Based on Tweet C, of all 361 comments, this paper managed to identify 13 tweets 

that contained swear words in the comment section under Tweet C. 

1) Functions of swearing 

Functions of 

swearing 

Abusive  Cathartic Dysphemistic Emphatic Idiomatic 

Total  7 0 1 2 5 
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3) Swear words found 

No. The swear words Occurrences 

1. hanet 1 

2. Siak/sial 2 

3. bebal 1 

4. Bodoh 

piang/bodoh/do/odoo 

4 

5. gampang 2 

6. babi 1 

7. wtf 1 

8. jahanam 1 
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4.2.4 Tweet D 

 

Figure 5: Screenshot of Tweet D 

The caption of tweet D was “Sajat yang mencetuskan kegemparan kerana mengenakan 

pakaian wanita semasa mengerjakan umrah dibidas dan dikritik banyak pihak termasuk 

campur tangan daripada Menteri di Jabatan Perdana Menteri, Datuk Seri Dr Mujahid 

Yusof.” and then followed by a 4:05 minutes duration video of Sajat. The video was about 

Sajat, a transgender crying while asking for forgiveness to everyone he has offended saying 
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that he did not mean to offend anyone. This is following an issue that offended Muslims 

especially the Muslim community in Malaysia when Sajat, performing his Umrah in the 

holy city of Mecca wearing a prayer veil of a female Muslim. This invoked the anger of 

Muslims especially in Malaysia as the said action offended the religion.  

Based on Tweet D, of all 492 comments, this paper managed to identify 20 tweets that 

contained swear words in the comment section under Tweet D. 

1) Functions of swearing 

Functions of 

swearing 

Abusive  Cathartic Dysphemistic Emphatic Idiomatic 

Total  18 0 5 1 3 
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Total 1 0 1 3 0 1 18 3 
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3) Swear words found 

No. The swear words Occurrences 

1. bodoh/doh/doe 14 

2. gila 1 

3. kimak 1 

4. kampret 1 

5. bongok 2 

6. mampus 1 

7. sial 1 

8. pondan 1 

9. kentut 1 

10. tolol 1 

11. Kepala kote 1 

12. Kepala butoh 1 
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4.2.5 Tweet E 

 

Figure 6: Screenshot of Tweet E 

The caption of tweet E was “Koronavirus: "Tak perlu keluar menonton wayang, kenduri 

pun kurangkan pergi" and then followed by a link directed to the full article. The article 

was about comments from Datuk Dr. Zainal Ariffin Omar, Malaysian Public Health 

Medicine Specialist Association president regarding the coronavirus situation in Malaysia. 

He mentioned the responsibilities of social media to not invoke panic among the public. He 
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highlighted the need for Malaysians to restrict their movement to go to cinemas or any 

gathering if they were having fever or flu.    

  Based on Tweet E, of all 452 comments, this paper managed to identify 51 tweets 

that contained swear words in the comment section under Tweet E. 

1) Functions of swearing 

Functions of 

swearing 

Abusive  Cathartic Dysphemistic Emphatic Idiomatic 

Total  42 0 4 1 10 
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2) Sources of swear words 
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bangsat, 
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Total 7 2 0 3 4 1 29 11 

 

3) Swear words found 

No. The swear words Occurrences 

1. Lahanat 1 

2. Cibai 1 

3. Bodoh 23 

4. Lancau 1 

5. Gampang  1 

6. God Damn 1 
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7. Fak (fuck)/what the fuck 4 

8. babi/anak babi 6 

9. bengap 2 

10. hawau 1 

11. hare 1 

12. bebal 2 

13. sial/siot 3 

14. bongok 1 

15. Kepala bana 2 

16. kambing 1 

17. Kepala mung 1 

18. bangsat 1 

19. mampos 1 

20. Mak ko ijau 1 

21. Anak anjing 1 

22. Kepala butoh 1 
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4.2.6 Tweet F 

 

Figure 7: Screenshot of Tweet F 

 

The caption of tweet F was “Koronavirus: Tiada rancangan halang kemasukan rakyat 

China buat masa ini - Tun M” and then followed by a link directed to the full article. The 

article was about Tun Mahathir Mohamad that said the government will not revise the issue 

of giving 15 days visa to the citizens of China even though there are worries that they might 

be infected with the virus. However, he further stated that other tourists that want to enter 

this country must undergo a tight check-up as a way to prevent the virus from spreading 

further. This issue rose after tourists from China were found positive with the virus.  
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 Based on Tweet F, of all 933 comments, this paper managed to identify 50 tweets 

that contained swear words in the comment section under Tweet F. 

1) Functions of swearing 

Functions of 

swearing 

Abusive  Cathartic Dysphemistic Emphatic Idiomatic 

Total  41 0 13 3 3 
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2) Sources of swear words 
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Total 1 0 2 2 1 1 25 24 

 

3) Swear words found 

No. The swear words Occurrences 

1. barua 2 

2. celaka 4 

3. tahi/shit 2 

4. mampus/mati/mam 11 

5.  bodoh/do/bodo piang 17 
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6. nyanyuk 3 

7. Takde telur 1 

8. lembab 1 

9. jibauk 1 

10. gila 2 

11. buto 1 

12. babi 1 

13. Kepala bapak kau 1 

14. bebal 1 

15. benak 2 

16. sial 1 

17. Takde otak 1 

18. bengap 2 

19. Anak gampang 1 

20. sakai 1 

21. dungu 1 

22. fuck 1 
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4.2.7 Tweet G 

 

Figure 8: Screenshot of Tweet G 

The caption of tweet G was “Dah dengar rakaman yang didedah @SPRMMalaysia 

membabitkan perbualan Datin Seri Rosmah Mansor bersama Datuk Seri @najibrazak ? 

Ini video penuh rakaman tersebut.” and then followed by a 5:50 minutes video of the 

conversation. The video was about a conversation between Datuk Sri Najib Tun Razak and 

https://twitter.com/NajibRazak
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Datin Seri Rosmah Mansor regarding the 1MDB corruption issue that was exposed by 

SPRM Malaysia.  

Based on Tweet G, of all 796 comments, this paper managed to identify 18 tweets 

that contained swear words in the comment section under Tweet G. 

1) Functions of swearing 

Functions of 
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3) Swear words found 

No. The swear words Occurrences 

1. Siot 1 

2. bodoh/doh/bodo 4 

3. Butuh (butoh) 1 

4. anjing 1 

5. semburit 4 

6. damn 1 

7. bangang 1 

8. macai 1 

9. stupid 1 

10. How the hell 1 

11. What the fuck 1 

12. Tahi kerbau 1 

13. pig 1 

14. gila 1 
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4.3 DISCUSSIONS  

The results of the study were established with Microsoft Excel and involves manual 

coding by identifying features that belong in a certain classification to analyze the raw data. 

The functions of swear words that are used by Malaysians in social networking sites were 

established.  The sources of swear words used by Malaysians in social networking sites 

have also been established.  

 

4.3.1 Analyzing the reasons for the usage of swear words in social networking sites in 

Malaysia  

Based on the results from Tweet A until Tweet G, it can be seen that most Malaysians used 

swear words in Malay, and very few used English swear words to express their feelings. 

This can be understood that, since the caption of the tweet and the full article was in Malay, 

it means the tweets were directed to Malaysian. This attracted Malaysians to reply to the 

tweet to give their opinions and thoughts. Hence, the reasons why they chose to swear in 

Malay. According to Anttila (2017) people usually opted to swear in their dominant 

language or their first language considering that they have a deeper understanding of the 

emotional impact the swear words have to the recipient in their dominant language. 

Furthermore, Malaysians use swear words in Malay to address their feelings and emotions 

better as the audience also understands the emotional force and power the swearer was 

trying to convey.  
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4.3.2 Abusive swearing 

Analyzing all tweets from Tweet A until Tweet G, social networking sites users in Malaysia 

chose to use swear words to insult and offend as a way to express their emotions. This can 

be seen with the use of abusive swearing in their tweets which can be analyzed with the 

context of their tweets that were related to the main tweets which were Tweet A until tweet 

G.  

Tweet A, Tweet B, Tweet E, and Tweet F have similar contexts which were the 

caption of the tweet that revolves on the issue of coronavirus. Based on the contexts which 

were the caption of the tweet together with the article, it can be understood why social 

networking sites users in Malaysia preferred to use abusive swearing. Coronavirus has 

caused Malaysians to panic and worry that even though the situations during January to 

March were not yet critical, it was alarming. The action of the leaders and Government of 

Malaysia that seems to take the issues lightly has caused the online users to opt for abusive 

swearing to express their dissatisfaction and frustrations.  

Hence, tweets like “Kerajaan PH paling bangang & menteri2 dungu, ada PM 

puppet pun bodoh”. “......kita kena immune from virus bodoh yang menular among 

menteri” and other tweets that have similar meaning showed the anger of users of social 

networking sites in Malaysia. The sentences that they used showed that the use of swear 

words were used to show their anger and frustration by insulting the Government at that 

time that took the issues not the way they wanted. These tweets can be seen on Tweet A, 

Tweet E, and Tweet F.  
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However, the context was different for Tweet G as it was not about coronavirus but 

focused on the political corruption issue. But the reasons for the use of swear words which 

were insult and abuse was meant for the Government of Malaysia. This can be understood 

with the “Aku rasa satu Malaysia cakap SPRM ni bangang”, and “....Dirty politics as 

always. Both side sama ja. Silap hari bulan rakyat makan rumput je la. Stupid boomers!”. 

The emotional outburst expressed by the users of social networking sites in Malaysia can 

be understood with the use of swear words that showed their frustration to the government.  

On Tweet B, the context is still similar which was about coronavirus nut the anger 

is directed to a group of people which were the Tabligh that went to a mass gathering in 

Indonesia in the peak of the pandemic. So tweets like “mohon kesan dan halang puak2 

BODOH ni masuk ke Malaysia…”, “selalunya yang tua tua ni lah bebal tak dengar 

cakap….” and “bingai la. Org lain takut tuhan jugak tapi ada otak boleh jugak pikir.. 

Bodoh punya manusia”. The swear words used in these tweets showed that these users 

were mad and opted to use swear words to offend the other party. Similar to Tweet D, even 

though the context was not about coronavirus, but the anger was set on a specific individual. 

Moreover, users of social networking sites used swear words to offend can be interpreted 

because of the action of the individual in Tweet D that offended the religion of Islam. 

Religion is a sensitive issue especially in Malaysia with the majority of its citizens being 

Muslims. So the action of an individual in Tweet D has awakened the frustration, 

disappointment, and anger among users of social networking sites in Malaysia. This can be 

seen with the sentences used like “KIMAK KAU NAK JUMPA TUHAN TAPI DENGAN 

KEADAAN MURKA PADA DIA… BODOHNYA STATEMENT.”, “Bodoh punya Pondan 

sial”, and “kuat berlakon si kentut tolol ni, dah balik pun nak membongak buat drama 
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menangis bagai lagi. Kenapa tak kena pancung saja kepala kote kat Arab Saudi”. All 

swear words used were very offensive and were used to insult the individual in Tweet D. 

However, Tweet C was different in context as the abusive swearing used was not 

directed to anyone in the tweet or the article but rather on the reporter of the article that 

wrote a confusing headline. So the negative emotions and insults they made were focused 

on the reporter of the article. The abusive swearing can be seen with “Intern mana yang 

tulis headline ni? Mcm babi masuk simpang, tak reti bagi signal”, “awani masih bodo tak 

reti buat tajuk elok elok ye..”,  and  “aku tak tahu lah yang tulis tajuk dia ni budak intern 

or Chinese, atau jenis memang bebal atau pura-pura bebal…”. The word intern and awani 

then followed by swear words indicate that the swearer meant to insult the reporter for her 

incompetency to write a decent headline.  

 

4.3.2 Dysphemistic Swearing 

Next, users of social networking sites in Malaysia used dysphemistic swearing to express 

their emotions. Dysphemistic swearing can be understood with the antonym of euphemism. 

Social networking sites users in Malaysia preferred to use swear words or some offensive 

terms rather than the neutral terms to convey their feelings and frustration. Dysphemistic 

swearing has a slight similarity with abusive swearing but different as not swear words are 

used to insult. Maulidiatsani (2015) mentioned that “it can be to derogate the real meaning 

of a thing because the speaker has an aversion toward the object/person.” (p. 77). This can 

be understood that they were swearing to convey their feelings and chose to use rather 

inappropriate terms of words to express their dissatisfaction. This is visible in every Tweet 
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from Tweet A until Tweet G. Tweets like “Cegah banyak cara je and dah state virus ni 

masih dalam keadaan terkawal kat malaysia so kenapa nak gelabah tetek sangat nak pergi 

sekat pelanocong china dtg ke Malaysia?”, “biasanya umur macam ni dah nyanyok”, 

“Takkan nk tunggu smua org mampos bru kritikal” and “Ya allah dah pergi pastu balik 

buat bodoh takde kesedaran lagi jugak berjumpa orang sana sini…..”.  

The sentences with the swear words used can simply be used with other words that 

are slightly inoffensive but then it was chosen to be used to offend. In this case like nyanyuk 

can be changed with pelupa or forgetful in English but rather these users included a disease 

or senile that that is regarded as inappropriate and offensive if it is being told directly 

especially to the elderly. Moreover, the last example was considered as dysphemistic 

because instead of saying tak tahu or the user chose bodoh. A clear example of using swear 

words in dysphemistic swearing was in Tweet C as the tweet like “bodoh punya Pondan 

sial” the word Pondan was usually referred to a man that dressed like the opposite gender. 

In a transgender community, it was depicted as offensive. According to Pinker (2007) as 

cited by Maulidiatsani (2015), dysphemistic can reflect the depiction of dislike and anger 

in people even though it was also used as a sign of preference to use bad language.   
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4.3.3 Idiomatic swearing 

Other than dysphemistic swearing, idiomatic swearing was commonly used by social 

networking sites users in Malaysia. Most of the tweets found used idiomatic swearing to 

show informality or to exude coolness. Usually, these swearers were not swearing to mean 

what they say or to express their dissatisfaction by swearing but more to use it as a filler as 

a sign of informality. These can be seen with the usage of this swear word in a sentence of 

a tweet “Bitch del, bitch serious. Nanti kau buat orang makin takut”. This tweet was not 

implying directly to the caption of Tweet A but a user replying to her friend that commented 

on Tweet A issue. The usage of bitch in her tweet was interpreted as informality between 

her and her friend as it looked like she was comfortable to use the swear word without 

offending her friend. She did not mean the word bitch literally to call her friend.   

Moreover, there were many users in social networking sites in Malaysia that used 

do/doh/bodo/doe which comes from the swear word bodoh often as a way to look cool or 

layback and to show informality without meaning to use the word literally. For instance, 

“nak tunggu ramai mati dulu ke do”, “... mcm mak lampir bodo suara dia”, and “asal dia 

mcm perempuan doe. Tak faham”. The do here indicates the casualness and meant 

something similar like lah or huh which is something that can be seen as a filler or addition 

with no significant contribution to the meaning but helps in understanding the informality 

of the sentence or emotions of the swearer.  

This can also be seen with “wtf did i just read”, what’s the gov thinking god damn 

keje nk duit aghhh” and “the fak idea”. To understand it from the context of the tweet, the 

swear words usage was an indicator of confusion and frustration without intending to insult 
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with the literal meaning. Maulidiatsani (2015) in his paper explained that idiomatic 

swearing was used to arouse interest as well as the kind of swearing that was used without 

really referring to the issue.  

 

4.3.4 Emphatic swearing 

It was found that online users of social networking sites in Malaysia also used swear words 

to emphasize something. Even though it was not as much as abusive swearing, several users 

used swear words to emphasize something as to make their point or feelings come across. 

For instance “hahaha geli doh, hembus je dah, virus ni pun merebak melalui mata, renung 

je hahaha”. The doh here can be interpreted as really or totally to emphasize how 

disgusting something is. This can also be seen with “…. Penat bodo layan ahli2 syurga 

ni!”, “….menyusahkan, degil, berlagak nak mampus.”, and “…dah tua pun bodoh..sape 

tuan penasihat dia ni..bodo piang”. The word bodo from penat bodo indicates that the 

person is really tired to deal with the act of the Tabligh while the word nak mampos was 

used to emphasize the arrogant behavior. Bodo piang can be understood the same as totally 

stupid or in other words, pure idiocy.   
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4.3.5 Cathartic swearing 

The nature of social media is the users were aware of what they were posting. Hence, the 

reason why cathartic swearing is the least used function of swearing. None of the users of 

social networking sites in Malaysia used cathartic swearing as cathartic swearing is a form 

of non-propositional swearing. Non-propositional swearing usually happens when the 

swearer is experiencing pain or something unlucky that caused the swearer to swear 

involuntarily (Maulidiatsani, 2015). This can be explained by why none of the social 

networking sites users in Malaysia uses cathartic swearing as tweeting indicates that they 

were aware of the usage of swear words when they posted a tweet. 

 

4.4 ANALYZING THE SWEAR WORDS USED IN SOCIAL NETWORKING 

SITES IN MALAYSIA 

(The list of swear words used refers to Appendix A) 

 

4.4.1 Swear words associated with mental incapacity or loose morals 

Based on the findings it can be interpreted that users in social networking sites in Malaysia 

commonly swear using mental incapacity or loose morals themes. This can be seen with 

the words bodoh or stupid used in their tweets when they wanted to express their frustration, 

disappointment, and anger online.  

Every Tweet from Tweet A until Tweet G, bodoh was being frequently used despite 

some differences in its functions and spelling like bodoh, bodowh, or bodo. Connecting it 

to every context of the Tweet from Tweet A until Tweet G, the action of those mentioned 
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in the main tweet like the Government, the reporter, or even the individual that offends a 

religion might be the reason for the choice of the swear word among social networking sites 

users. Based on the contexts, the action of those mentioned can be inferred as something 

ignorant and foolish that the only thing swearer can think of when they saw the tweet was 

stupid. The recipient of swear words like idiot has always been someone that is regarded as 

a lack of mental capacity (Rahman, 2017). Moreover, it was considered as an insult to those 

mentioned in the tweet as they are known figures of Malaysia which means that they were 

educated and have the means to get educated. Thus, to give out opinions such as “the 

situation is not yet critical” for people that were in a panic has invoked the anger and 

dissatisfaction of Malaysian online users. Following this, the use of words. Rahman (2017) 

stated that even in Asian and European languages, mental incapacity has always been a 

target of swear words.  

Loose morals were not frequently used to compare with mental incapacity. 

However, it was mentioned a few times by a few users like gila and nyanyuk. Nyanyuk or 

senile being used can be understood with the reference to the former Prime Minister of 

Malaysia and it was usually and insult to be called senile especially to the elderly. 

 

4.4.2 Swear words associated with animals 

Few animals were being used as swear words in Tweet A until Tweet G. They were anjing, 

babi, pig, anak anjing, bitch, kampret, and anak babi. It was these animals that were 

considered offensive. It can be interpreted that these animals were considered as an insult 

because Malaysia is a Muslim majority country. In Islamic teachings, these animals were 
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forbidden to touch and it is Haram. So, to be called something that is forbidden might be 

the reason why it was offending and considered a swear word.  

In a guideline made for the broadcasting industry in Malaysia by Malaysian 

Communications and Multimedia Commission (MCMC) for inappropriate language in the 

media, using animals as swear words falls under the category of inappropriateness to 

compare humans with animals or other creatures (Jabatan Pemantauan dan Pematuhan 

Penyiaran, 2018). It was explained further that it was considered inappropriate and 

uncivilized for the human’s dignity to be equal with other animals or wicked creatures. In 

the guidelines, using animals to swear is ranked as highly offensive (Jabatan Pemantauan 

dan Pematuhan Penyiaran, 2018). It is somehow different from kampret, a curse word from 

Indonesia. Literally, in Javanese Indonesia, it means a small bat (Heriyanto, 2019). It 

somehow has turned into a common swear word especially among Javanese people that 

have been used to insult the other person (Heriyanto, 2019).  

 

4.4.3 Swear words associated with sex organ 

Social networking sites users in Malaysia also used sex organs as swear words. Some of 

the swear words associated with sex organs mentioned were cibai, lancau, buto, kimak, 

tetek, and kepala kote. All except kimak and cibai are improper names for male sex organs. 

Kimak is a mixture of two associations of swear words which are family members and 

female sex organs. Lancau is a swear word that originated from Hokkien swear words that 

have changed over time which is lan jiao that means penis (Yun, 2012). The frequent usage 

might be because of the interference of languages between races in Malaysia. Similarly, 
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cibai originated from Hokkien slang which means cunt has been used as swear words in 

Malaysia (Cheema, 2019).   

Comparing swear words associated with mental incapacity theme, few users used 

sex organs to swear due to shared beliefs and understanding on the level of offensiveness. 

In Malaysia, sex is regarded as a taboo topic that people are rarely discussed openly. Yeo, 

Lee, and Handayani (2018) mentioned that Malaysians have a negative perception of sexual 

education as something taboo. When it is regarded as taboo, to use sex organs as a swear 

word to insult someone is regarded as rude and insensitive. Someone using it can be seen 

as highly emotional. Jabatan Pemantauan dan Pematuhan Penyiaran (2018) categorized 

swearing using sex organs as highly offensive as it was seen as foul language. 

 

4.4.4 Swear words associated with sexual activity  

Other than sex organs, some users of social networking sites in Malaysia used sexual 

activity theme to swearing. From the findings, the theme of sexual activity used was mostly 

used in English and only one in Malay. This can be seen with fak, and wtf that come from 

the word fuck. In Malay, the word semburit was used. From the raw data, it can be seen that 

swear words in English were not used literally. Fuck here was used as an expression and 

mostly found in Idiomatic swearing which does not seem offensive anymore if it was seen 

in the context of the Tweet of this study.  

Fuck being chose as a swear word can be interpreted as a known swear word. Anttila 

(2017) in her paper explained that fuck is a common swear word that might be the reason 

it is the only swear words the non-native speaker in her paper, Nordic recognize. She then 
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further added, but it depends on the individual's knowledge and education. Meanwhile, the 

word semburit in Malay was rarely used even as swear words. Semburit according to 

Kamus Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, means sodomy or sexual activity between two men. 

Mahanor (2019) explained that it was once an issue to remove semburit in Dewan Bahasa 

dan Pustaka entry as it is inappropriate to be used. The meaning stays in the entry with the 

reason if it is inappropriate to be used and people are uncomfortable using it, so the action 

itself should be avoided (Mahanor, 2019). To connect it to the context of the Tweet, it can 

be seen as offensive to be used which means the swearer has a strong emotional force to 

use the word to express their anger.   

 

4.4.5 Swear words associated with family member 

In Asian countries, family members or parents are well respected. This is mentioned by 

Rahman (2017) in his paper, “there is a profound respect for parents and names of parents 

are not used in swearing words.” (p. 20). The results of this study suggest differently as 

there were few swear words associated with family members were used which were Kepala 

bapak kau (your father’s head), mak ko ijau (your mother is green) and pukimak (your 

mother’s vagina). When parents are highly respected, when one uses it as swear words 

usually to offend and insult the other party is regarded as rude and may invoke negative 

emotions.  
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4.4.6 Swear words associated with religion 

It was found that users of social networking sites in Malaysia used religion to swear. 

However, the common swear words used were in English and only one in Malay. This can 

be seen with the words how the hell, damn, and god damn being used in some tweets. To 

relate it to the context, hell and damn were being used to express shock or just an expression 

and not to insult like god damn you. Hell was associated with some religious beliefs of the 

afterlife.   

There are Malay words used in relation to religion which is hanat or hanet that 

comes from the word lahanat or laknat which brings the same meaning which is to be 

damned by god (Abdullah and Pakri, 2017) They further explained that lahanat is a softer 

version of laknat that has been popularized by P. Ramlee, Malaysian actor-director in his 

films. They explained that lahanat is considered a euphemism. But in this paper’s findings, 

based on the context, there is no usage by lahanat but has been shortened to hanat or hanet 

that were commonly used as swear words in social networking sites in Malaysia. In P. 

Ramlee’s films, he may soften it to suit the audiences so that it does not sound offensive.  

Other than that, there are not many swear words associated with religion used 

especially in Malay. This can be understood as in Malaysia, religion is a sensitive topic. It 

is also because there are many races and religions in Malaysia so it is respected that people 

do not easily use it to insult. According to Jabatan Pemantauan dan Pematuhan Penyiaran 

(2018), the swear words related to religion and races are regarded as offensive because it is 

a sensitive topic for there are many religions in Malaysia that need to be respected. Hence, 

using one would be disrespectful.  
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4.4.7 Swear words associated with scatological 

The results of the study revealed that users of social networking sites in Malaysia used 

scatology as swear words. This can be seen with the usage of shit, tahi, tahi kerbau, and 

kentut. This is similar to the findings of Rahman (2017) that found Asians to be using 

scatology as a source of swear words. This is different in the years back when Asians rarely 

used scatology as swear words. Montagu (2011) stated that this may be the cause of 

globalization that Asians, in this case, Malaysia adopted that kind of swear words from 

European (as cited by Rahman, 2017). However, the usage was not common like mental 

incapacity theme. Thus, scatology may not bring a strong emotional force as mental 

incapacity did. Rahman (2017) mentioned that before modern times, the cultures in Asian 

countries were using open areas to excrete. This culture made excrement as part of normal 

human beings in Asian cultures. Therefore, it was possible why the scatology usage was 

not commonly used and if being used, it was not directly meant to insult. 

 

4.4.8 Swear words that classified with “others” 

Some swear words that were found in this study were categorized as others for it did not 

match the characteristics of other sources of swear words by Rahman (2017). Some words 

used were mampos, sial, kepala bana, bingai, bajingan, celaka, barua, sakai, macai, and a 

few more. What can be seen with this uncategorized category is that some of them seem to 

have a similar theme. The themes are body parts, death, and human behaviour. Most of the 

word used under the categorization of “others” is in the death theme which was mampos. 

Mampos was regarded as a rude word for death or dead. According to Pinker (2007), he 
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has a different classification of sources of swear words and one of them is death (cited by 

Finn (2017). Death is usually used to evoke dread or even used as a euphemism.  

The next theme is body parts. In a tweet, body part like kepala mung (your head) 

was used. Head is also something that Malaysian respect as it where the brain is and an 

indicator of the place of knowledge and intellect. Hence, it is respected and always part of 

the advice from the elders to children to not play with the head. So using one as a swear 

word indicates as an insult to the other person. Word like kepala bapak (Father’s head) can 

even be censored and prohibited to be used in television production (Jabatan Pemantauan 

dan Pematuhan Penyiaran, 2018).  

The last theme found is human behaviour. Words like sial, celaka, jahanam, barua, 

macai, gampang, bingai, bajingan, kampret, hawau, sakai, and hare were found.  Some 

words like sial and celaka can be seen as a characteristic of bad luck. Usually, it was said 

to someone that brings bad luck to other people. Some Asian cultures believe in superstition 

and luck. But it depends on the belief of every individual or religion. According to Chen 

and Young (2018), the luckier a person believes they are, the more superstitious they can 

act and be. So for someone to be thought of bringing bad luck, will be treated differently. 

Hence, the use of the word sial.  

Words like gampang and bajingan originated from Indonesia. But somehow, it 

became the swear word in Malay. This can be seen with the word gampang that means easy 

in Indonesia but become a swear word if being used in Malay. Bajingan can be classified 

under human behavior as it means a bad guy in Indonesia (Meillyandini, 2018). Words like 

hawau and harey were from dialects from some states in Malaysia. The meaning was 
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inoffensive but since it was used harshly people regarded it as offensive and rude to be used 

publicly or to even use it on people.  

Lastly, the word macai, barua, and sakai were used as swear words. According to 

each meaning, they can be classified as words that indicate slave or people that were told 

to do something bad. However, sakai was something that should not be used freely as a 

swear word as it has a racist remark. It was recently revealed that people should not be 

using the word as it was the name of an indigenous people tribe which is Kaum Sakai. 

Ramlan (2019), reported that indigenous people were being bullied and looked down that 

it caused some of them to quit school. This happened because some people think they are 

better than the indigenous people. Ramlan (2019) further reported that this may have 

resulted from the parents that taught their children about the term sakai as it was started 

during colonization. During colonization, the indigenous people were categorized as sakai 

which indicates the people that have low status and know nothing.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter summarizes the study of this paper. This chapter also explains the 

recommendations and implications of the study.  

 

5.1 CONCLUSION 

Swearing can be seen as a growing phenomenon in Malaysia. Social networking sites have 

become a platform for the use of swear words to increase. This is because people have 

access to social networking sites easily to express their emotions. Jdetawy (2019) stated 

that swear words are used by people when they feel angry or even want to fool around. It 

is proven that swearing has become part of human life even though it is known to be 

offensive (Jdetawy, 2019). This paper aimed to examine and analyze the reasons for the 

usage of swear words in social networking sites in Malaysia and the swear words used in 

social networking sites in Malaysia.  

From the findings, it can be seen that users of social networking sites in Malaysia 

have several reasons to use swear words which were abusive swearing, dysphemistic 

swearing, idiomatic swearing, and emphatic swearing. All reasons for the usage of swear 

words can be seen to have each their own category based on Pinker’s (2007). The kind of 

swearing users of social networking sites in Malaysia was using was propositional swearing 
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which means they were aware of the usage of swear words and have their own objectives 

of why they opted for swearing. This can be seen that most of the Malaysian use swear 

words as a form of emotional release which is to express negative feelings and frustrations.  

Commonly in social networking sites in Malaysia, users use swear words to insult, 

offend, and downgrade the other people. This falls under abusive swearing. Abusive 

swearing is the type of swearing that creates intimidation or insulting or abusing of others 

(Maulidiatsani, 2015). Other than abusive swearing, users of social networking sites in 

Malaysia swear to emphasize the emotions they are trying to convey to the listener by 

choosing a taboo term rather than less offensive terms. This falls under dysphemistic 

swearing. Social networking sites users in Malaysia also used swear words to show that 

they are in informal settings and sometimes they use swear words without really meaning 

what they said which means they do not really refer to the matter. This is an idiomatic 

swearing. Lastly, users of social networking sites in Malaysia used emphatic swearing to 

emphasize something. Based on the findings, they opted for swearing to intensify or 

emphasize the word they were using to describe something. 

It can also be concluded that understanding the context of the text, in this case, 

tweets are very important as one tweet may have different reasons for the usage of swear 

words. A swear word may bring different functions. It can also depend on the understanding 

and knowledge of the analyzer to understand and analyze the functions for the usage of 

swear words. 

It was also found that swear words users of social networking sites in Malaysia 

comes from several sources which were mental incapacity or loose morals, animals, sex 
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organ, sexual activity, religion, scatology, family members, and human behaviors. Most of 

the sources can be categorized based on Rahman (2017). Some swear words that cannot be 

categorized under the sources of swear words found by Rahman (2017) can be interpreted 

as the diversity of sources swear words used by Malaysian users due to the influence of its 

neighboring country, belief, and dialect that were considered as harsh. This shows that users 

of social networking sites in Malaysia have several sources of swear words and can be 

understood with the Malaysian context that lives in multiracial settings and globalization 

as some of the words were found to have originated from different countries and races. 

 

5.2 RECOMMENDATION  

Swearing phenomena is huge and many can be done to expand the area of research to 

understand the phenomena better especially in Malaysia. For future research, it is 

recommended to focus only on one research question so that the swear words found can be 

analyzed better.  The area of research on the first research question which is why swear 

words are being used in social networking sites can be expanded by carried out under 

different variables. This can highly vary on the participants of the study. Participants of the 

study can be selected from people of different ages, gender, or even races. These different 

variables can lead to different findings and better comprehension of the phenomena based 

on each variable. Future studies can also compare each variable to see why participants of 

the variables chose to swear. For instance, a study can be conducted to analyze the functions 

of swear words used between males and females in social networking sites. Furthermore, 
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different settings or platforms like in the workplace or close inner circle can be carried out 

to see the functions of swear words being used.  

The second research question which is what are the swear words used can be 

expanded by analyzing and identifying the origins of swear words found in social 

networking sites in Malaysia. Future research can identify which of the swear words used 

were originated from as different participants have different cultural backgrounds and 

beliefs. Research can also be conducted to see the sources of swear words being used by 

different participants of different ages and races. More in-depth research can be conducted 

if the number of data collections were minimized. This is because research can have a better 

focus on analyzing the swear words. This can be done by interviewing the swearer and not 

merely just an observation and examining the swear words used. Other than that, future 

research can try different research designs which is a quantitative method to identify the 

frequency of different swear words used in social networking sites. Moreover, the research 

can also be done by seeing the frequency of swear words used by different participants like 

gender, age, or race. Future research can try to identify the languages preferred by users of 

social networking sites in Malaysia. This can help identify the languages people prefer to 

use when they swear. Besides, the area of study can be expanded to study bilingual’s 

language preferences when swearing. 
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5.3 IMPLICATIONS  

Based on research question two which is the swear words used in social networking sites 

in Malaysia, more sources of swear words especially used by social networking sites users 

in Malaysia can be explored. This can help to identify the sources of new swear words 

formed especially in social networking sites. Sources of swear words based on findings by 

Rahman (2017) in Asian consisted of seven sources which are religion, animal, 

scatological, sex organ, sexual activity, family members, and mental incapacity or loose 

morals. This study can give an impact by opening up a new understanding of where some 

swear words used by social networking sites in Malaysia came from. This research can help 

the society or other researchers to explore the differences between swearing, taboo words, 

or even racist remarks. This can be seen with the findings of the research that found the 

usage of the word sakai that was used as swear word when it is actually a condescending 

and racist remark on the aborigines or indigenous people tribe in Malaysia. This research 

helps society and future research to get educated on this swearing phenomenon in depth.  

Furthermore, this study can contribute to giving more insight into this phenomenon 

that can be frequently seen in social networking sites. This study can help society to 

understand the reasons this phenomenon is happening. Understanding why some people 

utter swear words especially on social networking sites that are impossible to figure out 

one's intonation and facial expressions is important in ensuring the harmoniousness of a 

society. If a society understands the happening of a phenomenon better, misunderstanding 

can be avoided. Moreover, swearing is a form of emotional release which is to express 

one’s emotions. Swearing can have a negative and positive impact. This study can help 

educate society and future research on areas that can be explored especially in this 
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phenomenon. Swearing if used at the right time and with the right people, can help 

strengthen the relationship.   
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APPENDIX A 

 

Appendix A: Raw data of the data collected 

1) Tweet A: Penularan koronavirus di Malaysia belum sampai tahap kritikal- Tun M 

(832 comments) 

 

 

Link to retrieved tweet: https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1221307818600386560 

https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1221307818600386560
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Data analysis table of Tweet A: 

 

No Tweets Swear word 

(s) 

Functions of 

swearing 

Sources of swear 

words 

1.        “I tak kisah 

statement dya still 

bebal and 

mendatangkan 

kemarahan rakyat” 

1.      Bebal 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

2.        Kerajaan PH paling 

bangang &menteri2 

dungu, ada PM 

puppet pun bodoh 

1.      Bangang 

2.      Dungu 

3.      Bodoh 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

3. “Selain daripada kita 

immune coronavirus, 

kita kena immune 

from virus bodoh 

yang menular among 

menteri” 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

4. “Pastu nak tunggu 

sampai ramai 

infected baru sahkan 

serious kaa macam 

mana? Bodoh orang 

tua ni pergi mampus 

jaa laaa dah tua pun 

nak naik jawatan jadi 

manusia bodoh” 

1.      Bodoh 

2.      Pergi 

mampus 

3.       Manusia 

bodoh 

1.      Abusive 

2.      Dysphemistic 

  

  

  

1.      Mental 

Incapacity 

2.      Others 
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5. yang undi dulu pun 

bodowh kan sekarang 

dah bodowh malaysia 

ni em 

1.      Bodowh 

(bodoh) 

2.      Bodowh 

(bodoh) 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

Incapacity 

6. sembang macam 

educated sangat tapi 

bodoh rupanya.m 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

7. Hbis Tun, nak tunggu 

semua org kat 

Malaysia ni mampus 

semua, baru nak kata 

kritikal la ? Ini soal 

hidup mati rakyat, 

not your diplamacy 

relationship with 

China. Please think 

wisely, you are the 

leader and our life as 

Malaysia citizen it all 

in your hand ! 

1.      Mampus 1.      Dysphemistic 1.      Others 

8. dia ni macam babi 1.      babi 1.      Abusive 1.      Animal 

9. Nak tunggu kritikal 

baru nak action ke 

sia. 

1.      Sia (Sial) 1.      Emphatic 1.      Others 

10. Nk tggu rakyat Msia 

semua kena dlu ke... 

Damn 

1.      Damn 1.      Idiomatic 1.      Religion 
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11. Cegah banyak cara 

takkan nak sekat je 

benda dah dlm 

keadaan terkawal 

kenapa nak gelabah 

tetek pergi banned 

pelancong china? 

1.      gelabah 

tetek 

1.      Dysphemistic 1.      Others 

12. Lagi marah bila ada 

yang bodoh still nak 

backup hanet tul 

1.      Bodoh 

2.      Hanet 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

2.     Religion 

13. Awak lagi babi sebab 

sibuk dekat opinion 

saya hahahaha 

1.      Babi 1.      Abusive 1.      Animal 

14. Tun M ni dh knapa ni 

dia nk tunggu rakyat 

Malaysia mampos 

berjemaah bru dia nk 

halang ke . 

astaghfirullah jgn 

mcm ni 

1.      Mampos 1.      Dysphemistic 1.      Others 

15. Geram pulak aku 

tengok orang tua 

tolol ni 

1.      tolol 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

16. DASAR PM BODOH 

BAIK MAMPOS JE 

1.      Bodoh 

2.      Mampos 

1.      Abusive 

2.      Dysphemistic 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

2.      Others 
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17. nak tunggu ramai 

mati dulu baru nak 

sedar ke aduh bodoe 

nya 

1.      Bodoe 

(Bodoh) 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

18. hahahahhaa babi lah 

dia ni 

1.      Babi 1.      Abusive 1.      Animal 

19. habistu nak tunggu 

kritikal sampai ada 

org mati dulu ka apa. 

bodohla jadi menteri 

pun. asalla pak 

menteri kat malaysia 

ni macamni. makan 

semut ka apa wey. 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

20. Takkan nk tunggu 

smua org mampos 

bru kritikal 

1.      mampos 1.      Dysphemistic 1.      Others 

21. Bodoo 

ahhaahahhhahahh 

"Kalau dah ajal, mati 

jugak" 

1.      Bodoo 

(bodoh) 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

22. BODOH 1.      BODOH 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

23. nak tunggu kritikal 

baru nak bertindak 

ke bodo tua babi 

1.      Bodo 

2.      Babi 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

2.      Animal 
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24. Situa ni dengan kit 

siang dengan nobita 

dengan mat sabun 

dengan thadiq kita 

hantar kebulan terus. 

Level bangang 

diorang ni bukan 

level makhluk bumi 

1.      Bangang 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

25. R: Buat bodoh! 

Hsdfghsdf 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Idiomatic 

2.      Dysphemistic 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

26. nak tunggu ramai 

mati dulu ke do 

1.      Do 

(bodoh) 

1.      Idiomatic 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

27.  Bitch, del bitch 

serious. Nnti kau 

buat orang makin 

takut. 

1.      Bitch 1.      Idiomatic 1.      Animal 

28. bukan nk backup org 

tua to,tapi baca lha 

dulu lancau hanat 

1.      Lancau 

2.      Hanat 

1.      Abusive 1.      Sex organ 

2.      Religion 

29. Cegah banyak cara 

je and dah state virus 

ni masih dalam 

keadaan terkawal kat 

malaysia so kenapa 

nak gelabah tetek 

sangat pergi sekat 

pelancong china dtg 

ke Malaysia? 

1.      Gelabah 

tetek 

1.      Dysphemistic 1.      Others 
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30. biasanya umur mcm 

ni dh nyanyok 

1.      Nyanyok 1.      Dysphemistic 

2.      Abusive 

1.      Loose morals 

31. DH tua2 pun 

bodohhh 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

32. Tahap kritikal bila 

semua orang dah 

mampos 

1.      Mampos 1.      Dysphemistic 1.     Others 

33. Apasal kena tunggu 

tahap kritikal baru 

nak ambil tindakan?? 

Nak tunggu rakyat 

Malaysia mati dulu 

baru sampai tahap 

kritikal agaknya. 

Bodoh bin bangang 

@chedetofficial 

1.      Bodoh 

2.      Bangang 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

34. Aku takod mati laaa 

bodo!!!! 

1.      Bodo 

(bodoh) 

1.      Dysphemistic 

2.      Emphatic 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

35. kau mmg anjing 

@chedetofficial 

1.      Anjing 1.      Abusive 1.      Animal 

36. Mencegah lebih baik 

dari merawat bodoh 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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37. Mcm bodo tunggu 

nak kritikal baru nak 

take action. Kena dkt 

sendiri sendiri baru 

tahu. Bodo 

1.      Bodo 

(bodoh) 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

38. apa la kebodohnya 

dia ya tuhan 

1.      

Kebodohannya 

1.      Abusive 

2.      Dysphemistic 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

39. Dah tua pun bodoh. 

Hahha 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

40. Hahaha geli doh, 

hembus je dah, virus 

ni pun merebak 

melalui mata, renung 

je hahaha 

1.      Doh 

(bodoh) 

1.      Idiomatic 

2.      Emphatistic 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

41. bana mung 1.      Bana 1.      Abusive 1.      others 

42. hbis nk tnggu mmpus 

bru kira kritikal 

1.      mmpus 

(mampus) 

1.      Dysphemistic 1.      Others 

43. Ni pemikiran level 

apa ni.. bodoh sgt.. 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

44. Bodoh takkan la nak 

sampai kritikal baru 

nak gelabah bodoh 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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2) Tweet B: Tabligh in Sulawesi (442 tweets) 

 

 

 

 

Link to retrieve tweet: https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1240321178138341383 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1240321178138341383
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Data analysis table of Tweet B: 

No Tweets Swear word 

(s) 

Functions/types 

of swearing 

Sources of swear 

words 

1. @PDRMsia 

 Mohon kesan dan halang 

puak2 BODOH ni masuk ke 

Malaysia. Termasuk rakyat 

Malaysia sendiri yg sertai ! 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

2. semuanya “cam burtogh” 1.      

Burtogh 

(buto) 

1.      Abusive 1.      Sex organ 

3. Nak bendung virus covid-

19 ni senang, ubati dulu 

virus kebodohan manusia. 

KEBODOHAN ni merebak 

lagi dahsyat dari COVID-

19 

1.      

Kebodohan 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

4. Satgi dok balek kata 

ketentuhan illahi nak kena 

atau tidak Corona .. Bodo 

tak bertempat.. pastu 

salahkan cina dap haha 

1.      Bodo 

(bodoh) 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

5. Bagus. Terima kasih lagi 

sekali kami rakyat 

Malaysia mengucapkan 

kpd kalian yg goblok. 

1.      Goblok 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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6. Cam vavi jer diorg ni. If 

diorg ni infected..jgn dtg 

hospital. Kau tlg ah mati 

mereput sensorang kat 

umah yer. Jgm pegi 

hospital menghabiskan duit 

cukai rakyat lain. Benda 

boleh elak kau sdr yg pegi 

cari..bodo piang! Tlg 

jangan membiak..silalah 

pupus kaum tabligh. 

1.      Vavi 

(babi) 

2.      Mati 

mereput 

3.      Bodo 

piang 

1.      Abusive 1.      Animal 

2.      Others 

3.      Mental 

incapacity 

7. Selalunya yang tua tua ni 

lah bebal tak dengar cakap. 

Tabligh tak salah, yang 

salah dia bila tabligh time 

quarantine. Sampai tak 

ingat orang belakang 

langsung tahu la dah 

confirm syurga 

1.      Bebal 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

8. Adoiiii tolong jgn bagi 

diorg balik Malaysia. Apa 

bangang sgt ni mnyusahkan 

org?? 

1.      

Bangang 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

9. Bingai la..Org lain takut 

tuhan jugak tapi ada otak 

boleh jugak pikir..Bodoh 

punya manusia 

1.      Bingai 

2.      Bodoh 

1.      Abusive 1.  Others 

2.      Mental 

incapacity 

10. Itulah dulu ponteng kelas 

sains pastu binawe 

1.      binawe 1.      Abusive 

2.      idiomatic 

1.      Others 
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11. Bodoh... Arahn tidak 

dipatuhi. Jgm balil 

malaysia.. Aku terajang 

kang.. Mati biar sorg sorg 

kat sana 

1.      bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

12. Astaga kenapa ada lagi 

yang bingai ni (Loudly 

crying faceLoudly crying 

faceLoudly crying face) 

agama ada tapi akhlak 

zero? Ye tau beriman pada 

Qada’ & Qadar, tapi kalau 

menyerah diri pada 

penyakit bawa maut, boleh 

dikira bunuh diri kan. Di 

manakah akal dan fikiran 

yg diberikan Allah? 

1.      Bingai 1.      Abusive 1.      Others 

13. Apa hal lah bongok 

diorang nih? Diorang ni 

sengaja nak bagi orang 

pandang serong pada 

tabligh nih, eh? Aish! Tak 

faham aku. 

1.      Bongok 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

14. LET THEM DIE!!Penat 

bodo layan ahli2 syurga ni! 

1.      Bodo 

(bodoh) 

1.     

Dysphemistic 

2.       Empahtic 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

15. Vaccine utk kebodohan dan 

kejahilan dah ada ke belum 

eh? 

1.      

Kebodohan 

2.      

Kejahilan 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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16. Tolong sgt sgt tolong la 

mati ok ..tolong jgan balik 

Malaysia..bodoh btul 

makhluk aneh ni.. 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

17. Kang cakap bangang kata 

barua dap. Adoi 

1.      dungu 

2.      Barua 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

2.  Others      

18. Oh damn, don't  you ever 

come back and cause more 

harm to others. 

1.      Damn 1.      Idiomatic 1.      Religion 

19. please jangan kasi 

banjingan ni masuk 

malaysia, biar dia mati kat 

sana je 

1.      

Bajingan 

1.      Abusive 1.      Others 

20. bkn apala tpi jan balik 

malaysia aku mau spm mau 

graduate namau spm umur 

18 ah kimak kmu semua 

1.      Kimak 

(puki mak) 

1.      Abusive 1.      Sex organ 

2.      Family 

member 

21. Alasan, lagi takut Allah 

dari virus. MASALHANYA 

KAU BAWAK PENYAKIT 

KAT ORANG LA WOIII. 

GILA KE!!! KATA TAHU 

AGAMA!! 

1.      Gila 1.      Abusive 1.      Loose morals 
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22. SUMPAH BONGOK 

SUMPAH BONGOK 

SUMPAH BONGOK 

SUMPAH BONGOK 

SUMPAH BONGOK 

SUMPAH BONGOK 

SUMPAH BONGOK 

SUMPAH BONGOK 

SUMPAH BONGOK 

SUMPAH BONGOK 

SUMPAH BONGOK 

SUMPAH BONGOK 

SUMPAH BONGOK 

SUMPAH BONGOK 

SUMPAH BONGOK 

SUMPAH BONGOK 

SUMPAH BONGOK 

SUMPAH BONGOK 

1.      Sumpah 

bongok 

1.      Abusive 

2.      Idiomatic 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

  

23. WTF!!!!!?????? 

Brainlesss! 

1.      WTF 

2.      

Brainless 

1.      Idiomatic 

2.      Abusive 

1.      Sexual activity 

2.      Mental 

incapacity 

24. sifat nabi apa benda 

sambilewa kesihatan. 

memang bodoh pun kalau 

dah selfish 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

25. Mmg bodoh bahlul pun. 

Fullstop 

1.      Bodoh 

2.      Bahlul 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

26. diorang bodoh! tak payah 

nak petik nama Nabi. 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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27. biar mampos disna.. 1.      

Mampos 

1.      

Dysphemistic 

1.      Others 

28. BENGAP 1.      Bengap 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

29. Bodoh piang betul lah 

diorang ni. 

1.      Bodoh 

piang 

1.      Abusive 

2.      Emphatic 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

30. Bebal sangat ni.. 1.      Bebal 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

31. Tolong la stop jadi 

bodoh,simpan la sikit,mase 

corona x de,x de pulak kau 

beria nk buat ,tibe2 bile 

ade mula la kau,malas 

dkuarantinkan kat rumah la 

ni. 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

32. Ini namanya bodoh 1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

33. Huhu suke ler feminist2 

pokemak ni dpt bahan 

1.      

Pokemak 

(pukimak) 

1.      Abusive 1.      Sex organ 

2.      Family 

member 
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34. Ya allah dah pergi pastu 

balik buat bodoh takde 

kesedaran lagi jugak 

berjumpa orang sana sini. 

Habis merosakkan 

kemaslahatan manusia 

yang lain. Jadi apa guna 

depa duk pi belajar nak 

dakwah sedangkan basic 

jaga keselamatan diri pun 

tak kisah. Bodoh pekat 

amat ya 

1.      Bodoh 1.      

Dysphemistic 

2.      Abusive 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

35. Jangan bagi diorang balik! 

Menyusahkan, degil, 

berlagak nak mampus. 

1.      

Mampus 

1.      

Dysphemistic 

2.      Emphatic 

1.      Others 

36. PENAT LA NAK BAGI 

KESEDARAN DEKAT 

RAKYAT MALAYSIA 

BANGANG NI.. ORANG 

DAH CAKAP JANGAN 

PERGI TEMPAT ORANG 

RAMAI, DIA PERGI 

JUGA.. Loudly crying face 

TAHU TAK 

MENYUSAHKAN 

ORANGGGG.. 

1.      

Bangang 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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3) Tweet C : Adik pecah gegendang telinga ditampar abang, kucing tak salah (361 

tweets) 

 

 

Link to retrieve tweet: https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1236948941079367683 

  

https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1236948941079367683
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Data analysis table on Tweet C: 

No. Tweets Swear word 

(s) 

Functions of 

Swearing 

Sources of Swear 

words 

1. Apa kaitan hanettt, dia 

macam soalan ali kawan 

dgn abu, mamat umur 

berapa? 

1.      Hanett 

(lahanat) 

1. Idiomatic 

  

1.      Religion 

2. macam soalan math siak 1.      Siak 

(sial) 

1. Idiomatic 1.      Others 

3. aku tak tahu lah yang tulis 

tajuk dia ni budak intern 

or Chinese, atau jenis 

memang bebal atau pura-

pura bebal, kau bukan 

awatni ya setan, kau 

official media massa, nak 

bergurau tengok keadaan, 

sekali kena kompang 

kepala kau ramai ramai 

baru kau tahu. 

1.      Bebal 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

4. Delete jelah account 

@501Awani Bodoh piang. 

1.      Bodoh 

piang 

1.      Abusive 

2.      Emphatic 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

5. Title mcm gampang 1.      

Gampang 

1.      Abusive 1.      Others 
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6. Intern mana yang tulis 

headline ni? Mcm babi 

masuk simpang , tak reti 

bg signal 

1.      babi 1.      Abusive 

2.      Dysphemistic 

1.      Animal 

7. Sakitnya otak aku baca 

dah macam soalan ayat 

pasif bm sial 

1.      Sial 1.      Idiomatic 1.      Others 

8. awani masih bodo tak reti 

buat tajuk elok elok ye.. 

1.      Bodo 

(bodoh) 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

9. APA KENEMENGENE 

NGAN KUCING DO 

APAPSBDOEND 

1.      Do 

(bodoh) 

1.      Emphatic 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

10. Wtf did I just read 1.      Wtf 1.      Idiomatic 1.      Sexual 

activity 

11. mati2 aku ingat ni acc 

awatni odoooo... 

1.      Odoooo 

(bodoh) 

1.      Idomatic 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

12. Dh mcm gampang ja lani 

tajuk dia. Haih 

1.      

Gampang 

1.      Abusive 1.      Others 

13. Jahanam tatabahasa 1.      

Jahanam 

1.      Abusive 1.      Others 
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4) Tweet D: “Sajat yang mencetuskan kegemparan kerana mengenakan pakaian 

wanita semasa mengerjakan umrah dibidas dan dikritik banyak pihak termasuk 

campur tangan daripada Menteri di Jabatan Perdana Menteri, Datuk Seri Dr 

Mujahid Yusof” (492 total replies) 

 

 

 

Link to retrieve tweet: https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1226132578744164353 

  

https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1226132578744164353
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Data analysis table on Tweet D: 

No

. 

Tweets Swear word (s) Functions of 

Swearing 

Sources of 

Swear 

words 

1. dia fake doh aku 

benci dia 

1.      Doh(bodoh) 
1.      Idiomatic 

2.      Emphatic 
1.      Mental 

incapacity 

2. Weii Bodoh  

@nursajat_02 org 

tak marah ko p 

Umrah... Org marah 

ko x berpijak d bumi 

nyata walau di 

Rumah Allah... 

Kenalah ikut fitrah 

asal ko... JANTAN 

AKA LELAKI. Bukan 

pakai baju 

perempuan... Itu yg 

org marah... 

BODOH melantun2 

ko nie.... Dh salah 

org marah lah. 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

3. Content yg menarik. 

Pandai buat duit alif 

syukri & sajat ni. 

Sampai hukum 

agama diviralkan utk 

raih duit kt YouTube. 

Gila la diorg ni. 

Hidup bermazhabkan 

duit. Hukum hakam 

semua tolak ketepi. 

1.      Gila 1.      Abusive 1.      Loose 

morals 
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Yg penting boleh 

generate duit. Dosa 

jgn pikir. Yg penting 

duit. 

4. KIMAK KAU NAK 

JUMPA TUHAN 

TAPI DGN 

KEADAAN MURKA 

PADA DIA... 

BODOHNYA 

STATEMENT. 

1.      Kimak 

2.      Bodohnya 

1.      Abusive 1.      Sex 

organ 

2.      Family 

member 

3.      Mental 

incapacity 

5. Masih ada org yg 

bodoh mengiyakan sj 

perbuatan c kampret 

ni 

1.      Bodoh 

2.      Kampret 

1.      Abusive 

2.      

Dysphemisti

c 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

2.      

Animals 

6. ehhh bkn nya x layak 

pegi sne tapi kau pgi 

la sebagai lelaki 

bongok 

1.      Bongok 1.      

Dysphemisti

c 

2.       Abusive 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

7. Jangan jadi bodoh 

buat benda bodoh. 

Itu je kau pegang 

kalau nak hidup. 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 

2.      

Dysphemisti

c 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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8. Xabisssssss2 

dramaaa air mataa 

bongokkk kau kannn 

1.      Bongok 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

9. Simpan sikit bodoh 

tue.. Nawaitu tu dh 

betul cuma cara 

xkena.. Terlajak 

perahu boleh la 

undur, terlajak laris 

kat aliff syukri.. 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

10. bodohhh.. dh malu 

kann malaysia 

nangis2 pulakkk.. 

mengaku orang 

indonn je lahh kalau 

pegi mekahh nnti 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

11. Pergi mampus lah 

sajjad 

1.      Mampus 1.      Abusive 

2.      

Dysphemisti

c 

1.      Others 

12. Bodoh punya Pondan 

sial 

1.      Bodoh 

2.      Pondan 

3.      Sial 

1.      Abusive 

2.      

Dysphemisti

c 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

2.      Others 

13. Kuat berlakon si 

kentut tolol ni, dah 

balik pun nak 

membongak buat 

drama menangis 

1.      Kentut 

2.      Tolol 

3.      Kepala kote 

1.      Abusive 1.      

Scatology 

2.      Mental 

incapacity 
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bagai lagi. Kenapa 

tak kena pancung 

saja kepala kote kat 

Arab Saudi 

3.      Sex 

organ 

14. Haloooooooo 

(Pouting facePouting 

facePouting 

facePouting face) dh 

trngggg2 bnda yg 

kau buat tu salah 

¥|€%{#<{]^^|>|€||!!!

!!kau ingt mntk maaf 

tu kira selesai keee 

haaaa (Pouting 

facePouting 

facePouting face) 

agamaaa kau injak2 

kann kannn!!!!bkan 

xlyakkk 

bdohhhh!!!layak je 

kau pegii..semua 

umat allah lyak je 

pegiii tauuu x( 

Loudly crying face) 

tapi kau ngn geng 

kau buat apa! 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 

2.      

dysphemistic 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

15. Asal dia mcm 

perempuan doe. Tak 

faham 

1.      Doe 

(bodoh) 

1.      

Idiomatic 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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16. Benda bodoh. 

Minta maaf publicly. 

Lepastu buat lagi. 

  

Marketing dpt, duit 

pun alhamdulillah 

ada je 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

17. Sumpah ko memang 

bodoh la sajat 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

18. Wey wartawan, guna 

nama penuh dia la 

bodoh. Jgn guna 

nama glamour. Bg 

dia dan org lain tau 

yg dia ni jantan. 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

19. Drama kuat sngt 

diaorg nie ...senang 

je bg diaorg sedar 

...boikot product 

timbang kilo diaorg 

nie ..makin Hari 

makin fedup pulak 

Aku tengk ...Kaya tp 

bodoh .... 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

20. Kepala butuh hang 

jantan 

1.      Kepala 

butuh 

1.      Abusive 1.      Sex 

organ 
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5) Tweet E: Koronavirus: tak perlu keluar tengok wayang, kenduri pun kurangkan 

pergi  (452 tweets) 

 

 

 

Link to retrieve tweet: https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1220964762537717761 

  

https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1220964762537717761
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Data analysis table on Tweet E: 

No. Tweets Swear word 

(s) 

Functions of 

Swearing 

Sources of Swear 

words 

1. Lepastu tutuplah 

sempadan negara 

lahanat. Yang hang 

biaq China masuk sini 

tu kenapa? Ke memang 

sengaja? 

1.      Lahanat 1.      Abusive 1.     Religion 

2. So cibai la awani 1.      Cibai 1.      Abusive 1.      Sex organ 

3. negara lain sibuk sekat 

dan hantar pulang 

warganegara china ke 

negara dia..tapi 

malaysia masih lagi x 

ambil tindakan pun, 

siap lari lagi pesakit 

tu..bodoh punya 

kerajaan 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

4. awani buat keje elok2 

boleh kan? lancau apa 

main crop² ayat 

1.      Lancau 1.      Abusive 1.      Sex organ 

5. Media dibayar oleh 

tycoon utk tutup mulut 

kita. Jangan bodoh 

percaya media 100% 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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6. Nasib baik aku baca 

artikel dulu. Gampang 

punya headline 

1.      Gampang 1.      Abusive 1.      Others 

7. hahahhhah bodo a 1.      bodoh 1.     Idiomatic 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

8. Kerajaan PH memang 

bodoh. 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

9. What's the gov thinking 

god damn keje nk duit 

aghhh 

1.      God 

damn 

1.      Idiomatic 1.      Religion 

10. yang jadi punca patut 

disekat tp ni tidak, kita 

yang disuruh nya 

jangan itu jangan ini. 

cakap bodoh kang kata 

daulat. 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Dysphemistic 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

11. Fak, headline 

misleading. Benci betul 

aku buat headline entah 

pape sebab nk dpt view 

banyak. Boleh kelirukan 

rakyat tahu tak Farhana 

Joni? Babi. 

1.      Fak 

2.      Babi 

1.      Idiomatic 

2.      Abusive 

1.      Sexual 

activity 

2.      Mental 

incapacity 

12. Sekatlah rakyat China 

masuk sini at this 

critical situation. Tahun 

melawat Malaysia lain 

kali boleh buat, nyawa 

orang ingat boleh buat 

1.      Bengap 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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balik ka woi. Awat 

bengap sangat 

manusianya ni 

13. Banned lah sape yang 

datang dari china 

bodoh betul tu pun kena 

ajar (Face with look of 

triumph) 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

14. sanggup biarkan 

pelancong sana dtg sni 

drpd biarkan rkayat 

sndri x bebas kt Negara 

sndri.eh apa aku  

ckp ni hawau btl.dah 

sama bodoe lak rasa eh 

1.      Hawau 

2.      Bodoe 

(bodoh) 

1.      Idiomatic 1.      Others 

2.      Mental 

incapacity 

15. Hare awani.. dah la 

orang malaysia malas 

membaca. Hampa baca 

dulu article tu. 

Misleading headline ni. 

1.      Hare 1.      Dysphemistic 1.      Others 

16. Aku kerja la babi. 

Takkan aku nak duduk 

rumah je 

1.      Babi 1.      Abusive 1.      Animal 

17. Bodoe nya la bebal 1.      Bodoh 

2.      Bebal 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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18. Koronavirus: "Tak 

perlu keluar menonton 

wayang, kenduri pun 

kurangkan pergi" 

Tapi rakyat china yg 

jadi pembawa utama 

koronavirus  

dibenarkan masuk ke 

negara ini... apa punya 

bodoh sial pemimpin 

Pakatan Hancing.. 

1.      Bodoh 

2.      Sial 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

2.      others 

19. Yerlah, dah menteri tak 

nak buat. Kita rakyat 

kita buat jerlah banning 

protest mcm tu dkt 

warga China. At least 

bila dia rasa susah cari 

mkn sini,  dia berambus 

jugak. Basic hidup kot. 

Tak adanya cina 

malaysia bongok bm, 

paling2 diaorg tanya 

“makcik ni harga 

berapa” 

1.      bongok 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

20. "Tak perlu keluar pergi 

kerja, bodoh pun 

kurangkan sikit" 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

21. Kurangkan bodoh boleh 

tak 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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22. Bodoh bodoh punye 

@pakatanharapan_ 

 menteri2. Halau mrk 

keluar, dekat jangan 

bagi masuk, sekat. 

Jangan ansyik pikir 

untung kat towkey aje 

babx betullah.. 

1.      Bodoh 

2.      Babx 

(babi) 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

2.      Animal 

23. Watafak 1.      Watafak 

(what the 

fuck) 

1.      Idiomatic 1.      Sexual 

activity 

24. Makin lama makin 

bengap..hmmn 

1.      Bengap 1.      Abusive 1.      Menal 

incapacity 

25. ANAK BBBAAABBII 1.      Anak 

babi 

1.      Abusive 1.      Animal 

26. Bengap2 1.      Bengap 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

27. Headline Awani babi 

macam biasa. 

  

"Kalau kita ada demam 

dan selsema kita 

kurangkan pergerakan, 

tak payah nak keluar 

tengor wayang,  

1.      Babi 1.      Abusive 

2.      Dysphemistic 

1.      Animal 
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kedai, kenduri-kenduri 

pun kalau boleh 

kurangkan," katanya. 

28. belajar tinggi-tinggi 

pon bodoh 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

29. Bodoh 1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

30. Hhaahahahahaha siot 

jek 

1.      Siot 1.      Idiomatic 1.      others 

31. Bodow goverment tk 

dapat nk pikir otak xde 

sebb duit nk bagi resiko 

tinggi kepada rakyat 

1.      bodow 

(bodoh) 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

32. Kepala banananana 

betul lah! 

1.      Kepala 

bana 

1.      Abusive 1.      Others 

33. Hmmm kambing 1.      Kambing 1.      Abusive 1.      Animal 

34. Kepale mung! 1.      Kepala 

mung 

1.      Abusive 1.      Others 

35. Bangsat la... Warga 

China bagi masuk, 

rakyat sendiri yg 

disuruh kurangkan 

aktiviti 

1.      Bangsat 1.      Abusive 1.      others 
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36. rakyat malaysia tak 

boleh buat aktiviti itu 

ini, mai perutusan pm 

kita tak halang rakyat 

china masuk malaysia. 

Wtf 

1.      wtf (what 

the fuck) 

1.      Idiomatic 1.      Sexual 

activity 

37. ish aku kan nak je carut 

sekor2 menteri bebal 

nak mampos ni 

 

1.      Bebal 

2.      Nak 

mampos 

1.      Abusive 

2.      Emphatic 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

2.      Others 

38. Mak ko hijau 1.      Mak ko 

hijau 

1.      Abusive 

2.      Idiomatic 

1.      Family 

member 

39. koyak betul la ada je 

statement bodoh haih 

babi betul la 

1.      Bodoh 

2.      Babi 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

2.      Animal 

40. Anak anjing. . 1. Anak 

anjing 

1.      Abusive 1.      Animal 

41. bodoénya.... 1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

42. "kepala bana" 1.      Kepala 

bana 

1.      Abusive 1.      Others 

43. Rakyat yang kena 

waspada? Bdoh ke apa 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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44. kepala butoh 1.      Kepala 

butoh 

1.      Abusive 1.      Sex organ 

45, ingatkan zaman najib je 

statement bodoh dari 

menteri, rupanya ph 

pun sama ek hahaha 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

46. admin ni bodoh ke 1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

47. Kau merepek apa sial ? 1.      Sial 1.      Abusive 

2.      Idiomatic 

1.      Others 

48. Bodoh pya 

statement...... 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

49. Yang korang bebal bg 

masuk org China 

ngape? Kitorang plak 

yg kene berjaga2? 

Bodoh la korang ni! 

Menyusahkan! 

1.      Bebal 

2.      Bodoh 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

50. The fak idea 1.      The Fak 

(the fuck) 

1.      Idiomatic 1.      Sexual 

activity 

51. Dah2 la tu jadi bodoh 1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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6) Tweet F: Koronavirus: Tiada rancangan haling kemasukan rakyat China buat 

masa ini – Tun M (933 tweets) 

 

 

 

Link to retrieve tweet: https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/12209545 

  

https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1220954550707732482
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Data analysis table on Tweet F: 

No. Tweets Swear word 

(s) 

Functions of 

Swearing 

Sources of 

Swear words 

1. hai perdana menteri 

terhormat, sy tahu China 

bagi banyak profit kepada 

negara, tapi boleh tak tolak 

ketepi soal keuntungan dan 

fikirkan tentang 

keselamatam rakyat 

Malaysia? ke dah jadi barua  

China terus tak boleh buat 

keputusan untuk negara 

sendiri? terikat? 

1.      Barua 1.      Abusive 1.      Others 

2. Hang dari dulu mana kisah 

kebajikan rakyat bawahan 

,Celaka madey 

1.      Celaka 1.      Abusive 1.      Others 

3. Yg peliknya budak muda 

rindu zaman atok 

mengkarung tu.  Kita dulu2 

dh rasa masa belajaq dulu2, 

baucer buku pun punya 

kedekut hj bakhil. Celaka 

atok 

1.      Celaka 1.      Abusive 1.      Others 

4. perh serious la eh tahi betul 1.      Tahi 1.      Abusive 1.      Scatology 
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5. Dan sepatutnya diberikan 

juga kepada melayu 

indonesia. Baru adil. Biar 

mampus kita kat malaysia ni 

tersepit. 

1.      Mampus 1.      Dysphemistic 1.      Others 

6. nak kata bodo; tapi dia tu 

doctor. Hmm. Kalau Israel 

bagai laju dia hentam, mai  

tang China.. lemah lutut ye 

Tun M. 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

7. baek do bal 1.      Do 

(bodoh) 

1.      Idiomatic 

2.      Emphatic 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

8. Atuk dah bole pencen la tok 

sian tgk makin hari makin 

nyanyuk 

1.      Nyanyuk 1.      Abusive 

2.      Dysphemistic 

1.      Loose 

morals 

9. bukan setakat nyanyuk ja ni 

otak pun macam dah rosak 

gak 

1.      Nyanyuk 1.      Abusive 

2.      Dysphemistic 

1.      Loose 

morals 

10. 2 lah kalau dah nak 

mampus. 

biar sorang2 jgn ajak 

rakyat.. 

1.      mampus 1.      Dysphemistic 1.      Others 

11. Sbb tak de telur mcm 

Duterte 

1.      Takde 

telur 

1.      Abusive 1.      Sex organ 
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12. tu la bodoh betul 1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

13. Ish atuk ni la, tau la nak 

suicide. Tapi jangan la 

libatkan dengan rakyat ko. 

Gi mati sorang2 dah la 

1.      Gi mati 1.      Abusive 

2.      Dysphemistic 

1.      Others 

14. kannnn. dosa tak kalau nak 

kata yang dia ni dah 

nyanyuk ke (Pleading face) 

statement dia semua 

merepek 

1.      Nyanyuk 1.      Abusive 

2.      Dysphemistic 

1.      Loose 

moral 

.15. Come on laa madey, nak 

tunggu dulu virus tu kena 

kroni PM &PH ke  baru nak 

action???? Makin hari 

makin bodoh kerajaan 

sepenggal. 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

16. Bodoh ke otak dia ni 

lembap. Nak tengok penyakit 

tu merabak kena bini kau 

keturunan kau baru nak 

halang ke . 

1.      Bodoh 

2.      Lembap 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

17. Apola selfish. Baik mam je 1.      mam 

(mampos) 

1.      Dysphemistic 1.      Others 

18. Mam+pos= MAMPOS 1.      Mampos 1.      Abusive 1.      Others 
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19. woi bodo 1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

20. Ok...kalau apa apa berlaku 

pada skala disaster akibat 

jangkitan ini akibat dari 

kelonggaran  kemasukan 

pelancung dari China.. 

  

Kamu akan di 

pertanggungjawabkan. 

Own your shit it disaster 

happens 

1.      Shit 1.      Idiomatic 1.      Scatology 

21. Jibauk punyer 

statement...lebih baik cegah 

sebelum terkena...jimat duit 

negara beli vaksin. Lebih 

baik halang dari masuk 

Malaysia dari kita tanggung 

sengsara penyakit depa. 

Kalau nak suruh masuk n 

positif penyakit suruh dok 

umah PM n Menteri2 PH utk 

dirawat. 

1.      Jibauk 1.      Abusive 1.      Others 

22. Esok kena batang hidung dia 

sendiri baru nk buat, dasar 

barua DAP. 

1.      Barua 1.      Abusive 1.      Others 

23. Dah tua pun bodoh 1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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24. Gila apa kerajaan Malaysia 

ni ! 

1.      Gila 1.      Abusive 1.      Loose 

moral 

25. Buto 1.      Buto 1.      Abusive 1.      Sex organ 

26. Babi lah ni buat aku nak 

mencarut ni 

1.      Babi 1.      Abusive 1.      Animal 

27. Kepala bapak kau 1.      Kepala 

bapak kau 

1.      Abusive 1.      Family 

member 

2.      Others 

28. atok kau ni bebal 1.      bebal 1.      abusive 1.      mental 

incapacity 

29. Mencegah lebih baik 

daripada merawat wahai 

atuk yang bodoh kerepot nak 

mampos 

1.      bodoh 

2.      nak 

mampos 

1.      abusive 

2.      emphatic 

1.      mental 

incapacity 

2.      others 

30. dah jdi pm 2kali pon benak 

bodoh sama banyak 

1.      benak 

2.      bodoh 

1.      abusive 1.      mental 

incapacity 

31. Bodonya punya 

kerajaan....bila jd masalah 

baru nk fikir ke? 

1.      bodonya 1.      abusive 1.      mental 

incapacity 

32. Dia ni sial laaa. 1.      Sial 1.      Abusive 1.      Others 
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33. kita takkan gigit dia kalau 

kita jd zombie.  sbb tkda 

otak 

1.      takde 

otak 

1.      abusive 1.      others 

34. Isu virus ea. Tengok bertapa 

bengap dan benaknya 

kerajaan sedia ada. Pagi 

kau nak cakap kau buat 

kerja bagua. Dah bahayakan 

org tempatan sepatutnya 

melindungi. Asas tak payah 

ajar. Kalau dah bengap 

memang gini la. 

1.      Bengap 

2.      Benak 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

35. Bodohh2 menteri aku 

rupanya (Expressionless 

face) 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Abusive 

2.      Dysphemistic 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

36 Gila betul jadi orang dia ni. 

dah nak mampus agak nya. 

1.      Gila 

2.      Nak 

mampus 

1.      Abusive 

2.      Dysphemistic 

1.      Loose 

morals 

2.      Others 

37. Nak nak mampus pon asyik 

duit aje yg difikirkan. Halau 

diaorang keluar lah! 

1.      Nak 

mampus 

1.      Dysphemistic 1.      Others 

38. Dah jadi ternakan DAP 

komunis celaka... nama saja 

berjawatan PM... mana 

berani sekat rakyat China.. 

1.      Celaka 1.      Abusive 1.      Others 

39. @chedetofficial 1.      Bodo 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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 bodo ke 

40. Lama lama makin celaka 

madey ni, comolot la sana 

bodoh dengan puak kau. 

1.      Celaka 

2.      Bodoh 

1.      Abusive 1.      Others 

2.      Mental 

incapacity 

41. Selagi takde yg mampos. 

Selagi tu laa dibiarkan. 

1.      Mampos 1.      Dysphemistic 1.      Others 

42. Kalau kau mampos sebab 

korona memang aku buat 

majlis kesyukuran wahai 

madey kutty. 

1.      Mampos 1.      Dysphemistic 1.      Others 

43. Anak gampang 1.      anak 

gampang 

1.      Abusive 1.      Others 

44. Sakai pnye org tua dungu.. 1.      sakai 

2.      dungu 

1.      abusive 1.      others 

2.      mental 

incapacity 

45. Dah tua tua menyusahkan 

orang haritu cakap pemuda 

melayu malas sekarang nak 

suruh kitaorang ni mampus 

dulu ke apa ? 

1.      mampus 1.      dysphemistic 1.      others 

46. Aduhh.. Halau je la jgn bagi 

masuk.. Dah tua pun bodoh.. 

1.      bodoh 

2.      bodoh 

piang 

1.      abusive 

2.      emphatic 

1.      mental 

incapacity 
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Sape tuan penasihat dia ni.. 

Bodo piang 

47. Chill... Virus Bodoh PH dah 

meresap 

1.      bodoh 1.      abusive 1.      mental 

incapacity 

48. Kerajaan paling bengap dlm 

dunia. 

Britain siap pergi buru 

pelancong cina. Ph meng 

alu-alukan dan pertaruhkan 

nyawa rakyat utk duit.  

Semoga mntri2 dpt hidayah 

ye. Bukan dpt virus. Mana 

tau. 

1.      Bengap 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

49. F. 1. Fuck 1. Abusive 

2. idiomatic 

1. Sexual 

activity 

50. Macam mana cara dia 

berfikir ea? Bodo betul. 

1.      Bodo 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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7) Tweet G: SPRM record najib rosmah (796 comments) 

 

 

 

Link to retrieve tweet: https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1214756406168969218  

 

 

  

https://twitter.com/501Awani/status/1214756406168969218
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Data analysis table on Tweet G: 

No. Tweets Swear 

word (s) 

Functions of 

Swearing 

Sources of 

Swear words 

1. Siot ingat mahkhamah ni 

7E ke boleh masuk 24hours 

fast2 

1.      Siot 1.      Idiomatic 1.      Others 

2. bodo dia ingat hukuman 

boleh dijatuhkan dalam 

masa sehari je lol lain kali 

belajo law 

1.      Bodoh 1.      Idiomatic 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

3. Mcm mne nk settle cepat 

kalau najib asyik mc time 

hari perbicaraan.. Masa g 

berkempen blh plk.. Yg tak 

tahan peguam najib tangan 

kena gigit anjing.. Butuh 

1.      Butuh 1.      Abusive 1.      Sex organ 

4. aper ni maki anjing bagai.. 

ko ni dah kenaper.. anjing 

DAP ker ? 

1.      Anjing 1.      Abusive 1.      Animal 

5. Pelakon video semburit tak 

boleh cam, tapi suara 

Rosmah dan Najib boleh 

cam. Memang hebat 

penguatkuasaan di 

Malaysia. 

1.      

Semburit 

1.      Dysphemistic 1.      Sexual 

activity 
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6. Woi! Video semburit tu tak 

apa cita, padahal 

orangnya dah mengaku 

buat dekat si polan 

tersebut. Koya betul! 

1.      

Semburit 

1.      Dysphemistic 1.      Sexual 

activity 

7. Tak nah lagi dlm sejarah 

Malaysia atau mana2 

pihak berkuasa di dunia 

buat camni! Jika ada 

evidence tidak didedahkan 

di pihak  media dulu pastu 

berikan kpd polis. Apa ni? 

Nak ctrl perception rakyat? 

Damn! I think it will 

backfire to PH back! 

1.      Damn 1.      Idiomatic 1.      Religion 

8. Aku rasa satu Malaysia 

cakap SPRM ni bangang. 

1.      

Bangang 

1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 

9. Melainkan macai² dap dn 

ph je cakap sprm ni buat 

kerja bagus 

1.      Macai 1.      Dysphemistic 

2.      Abusive 

1.      Others 

10. ye doh, nak tahu gak apa 

dia tolong nenek aku 

1.      Doh 

(bodoh) 

1.      Idiomatic 

2.      Emphatic 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

11. That’s good! Now, you got 

bukti already...go charge 

him at the court and put 

him in the jail la!!Why so 

slow?? Nak tunggu prk 

dulu ke baru nk dedahkan 

kebenaran?? Dirty politics 

as always. Both side sama 

1.      Stupid 1.      Abusive 1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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ja. Silap hari bulan rakyat 

makan rumput je la. Stupid 

boomers! 

12. How d hell they got this 

conversation recorded?? 

1.      How 

the hell 

1.      Idiomatic 1.      Religion 

13. Wtf rosmah mengamuk 1.      Wtf 

(what the 

fuck) 

1.      Idiomatic 1.      Sexual 

activity 

14. Case menteri semburit 

lepas, pm in waiting case 

semburit lepas, case 

bomba adib buang! 

.......law of the jungle. 

1.      

Semburit 

1.      Dysphemistic 1.      Sexual 

activity 

15. hahah..bila gov jatuh dah 

tahap tahi kerbau akan 

keluar berita perception 

mcm ni.yang jelas nampak 

muka kena hantar us pun 

takde jawapan lagi.semua 

politik makin hilang 

kepercayaan aku dengan 

1.      Tahi 

kerbau 

1.      Idiomatic 1.      Scatological 

2.      Animal 

16. manusia bodoh saja boleh 

percaya dgn tipahKoyak 

ni. video dan audio 

resolusi tinggi si semburit 

tidak boleh dikenalpasti 

pula. Bodoh PHpig 

1.      Bodoh 

2.      

Semburit 

3.      Pig 

1.      Abusive 

2.      Dysphemistic 

1.      Mental 

incapacity 

2.      Sexual 

activity 

3.      Animal 
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17. giler la benda boleh jd 

bahan bukti dimahkamah 

kot. kenapa buat press 

statement 

1.      Giler 

(gila) 

1.      Idiomatic 1.      Loose 

moral 

18. @duncallmeanis mcm mak 

lampir bodo suara dia 

1.      Bodo 1.      Idiomatic 1.      Mental 

incapacity 
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APPENDIX B 

Appendix B:  Advanced Search- tool for data collection 

Link to Advanced Search: https://twitter.com/search-advanced?lang=en 

Steps followed to collect data:  

Advanced Search interface 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/search-advanced?lang=en
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Step 1: 

 

Step 2: 
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Step 3: 

 

 

Step 4: 
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Step 5: 

 

Step 6: 
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Step 7: 
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Result of the steps: 

Result of the Advanced Search after all criteria were inserted 

Link to retrieve the Search Advanced Results:  

https://twitter.com/search?q=(from%3A501Awani)%20min_replies%3A200%20min_fav

es%3A200%20min_retweets%3A200%20until%3A2020-03-31%20since%3A2020-01-

01&src=typed_query 

 

 

https://twitter.com/search?q=(from%3A501Awani)%20min_replies%3A200%20min_faves%3A200%20min_retweets%3A200%20until%3A2020-03-31%20since%3A2020-01-01&src=typed_query
https://twitter.com/search?q=(from%3A501Awani)%20min_replies%3A200%20min_faves%3A200%20min_retweets%3A200%20until%3A2020-03-31%20since%3A2020-01-01&src=typed_query
https://twitter.com/search?q=(from%3A501Awani)%20min_replies%3A200%20min_faves%3A200%20min_retweets%3A200%20until%3A2020-03-31%20since%3A2020-01-01&src=typed_query

